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Briefly
Inside
Eating meat...

is hazardous to some
animals' health and living
standards. Find out in what
ways, and why today has
been declared World Farm
Animals Day.

Campus
The He-frat?

As part of their PUSH
fundraiser, the Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity is sponsoring
an all- Fraternity benchpress competition at Hardbody's Gym on East Wooster Street. The competition,
to find the strongest house
on campus, commences at 8
p.m. Thursday. For more
information, call 352-7083.
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Some doubted, but yes, there is a pay freeze
by J.J. Thompson
administration reporter

Jerome Library's reserve department
now has what it needs to soothe the savage University community — a 1991-92
payroll book.
University administrators had decided
not to print a new edition of the payroll
book, in the reserve room at Jerome Library, because of the pay freeze which
remains in effect for nearly all employees.
But according to Janet Hughes, head of
the reserve office, University employees
and students have been flocking to the
reserve room to take a peek at salary
books, in which the earnings of every

University employee is listed.
Many had doubts a pay freeze was actually enacted for all faculty and staff in
1991-92, she said.
"I just think everyone expected something was going on," she said. "Some
people felt some [others] had raises and
wanted to see it in black and white."
Faculty and staff were confused and
angry when they discovered a new book
wasn't printed, Hughes said, and often
turned tneir frustration toward her.
"I was hassled more than anyone else
because they didn't understand and
they'd get mad at me," she said.
Hughes said at least 50 to 100 people —
faculty, administrators, classified staff,
students and outsiders — asked to see the
book before classes started and the num-

ber who came to see it after classes
started would "blow your brains.''
Because of the number of people who
requested to see the book and their reactions when told there was no book,
Hughes said she was forced last month to
ask Vice President of Planning and Budgeting Christopher Dalton have a 1991-92
book printed.
Dalton said the cost for printing the
book was nomimal.
Each year a salary pool for pay increases is divided up by the board and
merit system. Dalton said across-theboard compensation is divided up first
and evaluations are made by departments on what merit increases should be
given. After the pages have been fowarded and approved by college deans and

Quayle coming:
Vice-PresidentDan
Quayle will appear at a fundraiser for U.S. Rep. Paul
Gillmor in
Wood
County
later this
month,
College
Republican
President
Dwayne
Sattler
Gillmor
announced Tuesday night.
The fundraiser for the
Northwest Ohio congressman, a Port Clinton
native, is expected to take
place Oct. la in Perrysburg.
A time and place has not
been set, but Gillmor met
with Quayle last night to
work out these details, Sattler said.

The Toledo St. Vincent
Medical Center School of
Nursing will have an open
house on Sunday, Oct. 6
from 2 to 4 p.m.
For more information call
321-4319.

Fast break:

The adult fast break basketball league, sponsored
by the Parks and Recreation Department, has openings in both their 'A' and 'B'
leagues that play on Monday nights in the Bowling
Green High School gym.
The fee for the 12 week
season is $320 and due by
Oct. 11. The season begins
Oct. 22.
Call 354-6223 for additional information.

Loiters
Lottery picks:
Here are the Ohio Lottery
drawing selections made
Tuesday night:
Pick 3 Numbers: 0-8-8
Pick 4 Numbers: 3-1-7-4
Cards: 7 of Hearts
4 of Clubs
J of Diamonds
A of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$12 million.

Weather
High near 80:

Today, partly sunny.
Near record high in the
middle 80s. Southwest winds
10 to 20 mph. Tonight, partly
cloudy with a slight chance
of showers. Low in the
mid-50s. A 30 percent
chance of rain.
compiled from local and
wire reports

"This year there was no salary pool, so
there was no book to construct,'' Dalton
said. "But the library called and they
were having trouble trying to explain
why there was no salary book.''
The reserve department received the
book last week and Hughes said she is relieved. But now that it is available, no
one seems to be interested.
Hughes said she informed several people last month a current listing would be
available, but no one has returned.
"I think it's because they finally realized there were no raises," she said.
"After all that no one now cares.

by Greg Watson
environment and health reporter

University Food Operations
has responded to student demands and announced that Founders Dining Hall will no longer
offer plastic foam plates for takeout orders.
Food Operations Director Jane
Schimpf said Founders Dining
Hall began using paper plates for
take-out orders last week instead
of plastic foam plates.
Students have been unhappy
with the Styrofoam plates, so we
are trying to use paper products
instead," Schimpf said.
Schimpf said the dining hall has
been using paper plates which
were saved for Food Operations

Yard sale:

Nursing open house:

department heads, they are sent to the
Board of Trustees for approval. The
pages are then put together into a salary

Foam plates
get the boot
in Founders

Local

The Wood County Health
Department is having a
yard sale Oct. 5 at the health
department, 541 West Wooster Street. There will be
clothes, household items,
lawn and garden accessories, small appliances and
furniture for sale.
Free blood pressure,
weight and vision screening
tests as well as health department literature will be
available.
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Fast Shopping
Moving to snap up clothes at 50 percent discounts, students blur with motion at the Clothing Concepts
clothing sale in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Tuesday morning.

Off-campus faculty get raise
by J.J. Thompson
administration reporter

The Vice President of Academic Affairs has approved an
increase in overload pay for faculty teaching off-campus courses.
Announced during Tuesday's
Faculty Senate meeing, the increase will give an additional $600
for each additional three hour
course.

"This is the first increase since
1983 so it was badly needed,"
Faculty Senate Chairperson
Leigh Chiarelott said.
In other matters, Faculty Senate formed a quasi-committee for
a discussion on health care during its Tuesday meeting. Representatives from Didion Associates, Inc. — third party administrators for the University health
plan — explained the pros and
cons of traditional health care

plans, HMOs and PPOs, along
with option characteristics. The
need for flexibility among health
care design choices was also
mentioned.
Leigh Chiarelott, Faculty Senate chairperson said the purpose
of the discussion was not to make
any decisions, but to help discussions when a health care resolution is brought before the senate.
□ See SENATE, page six.

picnics. She also said that heavier
recycled paper plates may be
used when the current supply
runs out.
David Maley, Food Operations
food service manager at Founders Dining Hall, said the trial
run was started at Founders because it is the smallest dining hall
on campus and "everyone nates
Styrofoam."
Also, the use and cost efficiency
of paper plates can be measured
more easily at Founders, he added.
Biodegradable paper is being
used, Maley said, because some
paper plates are covered with
plastic coating, which is not easily broken down.
See FOAM, page 6.

Air support arrives
to aid U.N. mission
U.N. inspectors for unrestricted
flights to suspected weapons
sites.
The inspection teams are operating under terms of the Gulf War
cease-fire, which calls for elimination of Iraq's long-range Scud
missiles and chemical, nuclear
and biological weapons and production facilities.
A U.N. team that went to Baghdad on Tuesday will be the first to
test whether Iraq will live up to
the agreement for use of the helicopters. The team is searching
for Scud missiles and launchers.
The Iraqis gave in to U.N. de- Previous U.N. weapons teams
mands last week and agreed to al- have had to restrict then work to
low the three helicopters, supplied by Germany, to be used by
D See IRAQ, page 6.
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) —
Baghdad gave final clearance
Tuesday for three U.N. helicopters to enter Iraq for use by inspectors tracking down Iraqi
weapons of mass destruction, a
U.N. official said.
Alastair Livingston, head of the
regional office of the U.N. Special
Commission overseeing the
search, said the helicopters
would make the four-hour trip to
Baghdad on Wednesday. He said
they should be ready for surveillance flights beginning Thursday.

Irish culture shared
by new campus club
by Patty Boyle
contributing reporter
The University Irish Club is
giving young men and women of
Irish descent a chance to do good
and have a good time doing it, according to Conor Mclntyre, one of
the club's founding fathers.
"Some of the greatest times in
our life are spent with those with
whom we share our culture,"
Mclntyre said.
The club was formed this semester by Mclntyre, Kevin Callahan and Mike McGuinness so
young Irish men and women in
Bowling Green could get together
and enjoy each others' company.
They hope to serve the community in the process, Mclntyre said.
Several social events with Irish
flavor have been planned by the
club, including a trip to a Notre
Dame football game, a road trip
to the University of Dayton s
"ghetto" on St. Patrick's Day, a
formal dance for Irish Club
members and dates and a gettogether for parents of Irish Club
members during Parent's Day

weekend.
A community service project
planned for this fall is the "Great
Potato Harvest," which will be
held in late October, Mclntyre
said. Residence halls, fraternities, sororities and the Bowling
Green community will be encouraged to donate potatoes to fill
the Irish Club van.
After the van is full, a contest
will be held to see who can guess
how many potatoes it holds,
Mclntyre said. The winner will
receive 25 percent of the potatoes; the rest will be donated to a
soup kitchen.
The club also plans to take a
Sade school class to a Falcon
stball game and buy each child
a sweatshirt as a remebrance of
the night out.
Irish club meetings are held the
first Thursday of every month,
Mclntyre said. Anyone interested
in joining or learning more about
The BG News/Rob Wrulrr
the organization should watch
The BG News classifieds prior to Three University students, (from left) Kevin Callahan, Conor Mclntyre and Mike McGuinness, are the
the meeting for information founders of the University's Irish Club. The club was formed this semester to allow people of Irish descent
to enjoy their mutual heritage together and possibly serve the community.
about time and place.

Opinion

MATTHEW

A. DANEMAN, EDITORIAL EDITOR. 372-6966.
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Living wills the last,
best option for many
No one likes the idea of a life prolonged by modern medical technology; tubes and motors keeping the
body alive while pain and deterioration
mar the mind and spirit.
Living wills were devised to prevent
this. Living wills allow individuals to
make a choice as to the amount of lifesustaining medical technology they
want to receive in case they become too
sick to make known their wishes. The
will also gives power of attorney to
someone to act tor the ill individuals
and make the decisions concerning
health care if they are unable to decide
for themselves.
In Ohio, a living will law takes affect
Oct. 10 and many state institutions are
gearing up for it. The Ohio State Medical Association has 50,000 kits containing both living will and power of attorney forms to explain the law, and will
make them available to the public next
week. The Ohio Bar Association will
send out some of the kits to its members.
However, the living wills are causing
great division of opinion in some sectors of Ohio.

According to Marshall Kapp, director of the Wright State University Medical School's Office of Geriatric Medicine and Gerontology at Dayton, the
law "may encourage more suicides
and assisting in suicides."
Many others seem to hold this opinion, which is unfortunate. Living wills
are not loaded revolvers or sleeping pill
overdoses. Living wills are not
legalized suicides. Living wills are empowerment - empowerment for those
who have lost their power.
The law only allows doctors to follow
patients' orders when the patients are
terminally ill or in a persistent vegatative state. The wills are not going to
terminate individuals in the primes of
their lives. Rather, it allows a dignified
end for those whose only other option is
suffering a prolonged death.
Medical advancements can keep
people alive much longer than ever before dreamed — or desired, it seems.
While modern technology prevents
much suffering, there is a point when
too much becomes too much and the
best choice left is pulling the plug. Living wills allow sick individuals to make
that decision for themselves.

Editorial Roundup
THE DAILY TIMES, Portsmouth, Sept. 25:
The eyes of the nation are glued to Ohio and its
welfare program that pays teen-age mothers an
additional $62 a month if they stay in school.
"Everyone is waiting with their tongues out to
see how Ohio's experience works," Paul Offner,
who developed the program when he was deputy
director of the Ohio Department of Human Services, told The Associated Press Monday.
All states must have a program to encourage
teen-age parents to attend school under provisions of the national welfare reform package
passed by Congress in 1988. Ohio's Learning,
Earning and Parenting (LEAP) program is
different from those in other states, however,
because it rewards those students who stay in
school. Programs in other states only take away
benefits for not attending school. Ohio doesn't do
that unless a student misses more than two days
a month without a valid excuse.
It seems to us that Ohio's program combines
the best of both worlds —sanctions for missing
school, but a $62 reward for going to class...
It would appear the program is a LEAP in the
right direction.
THE MARIETTA TIMES, Sept. 23: Members
of Congress' bouncing checks at their own
House bank is as predictable as it is ludicrous.
After all, they can't resist running taxpayers'
money into the red, so why should they be expected to resist temptation on their private accounts?
... In the first half of 1990,4,325 checks written
on House members' accounts had insufficient
funds, according to the General Accounting Office. Of the total, 581 checks were for more than
$1,000...
Citizens should expect more from their
leaders. If lawmakers can't be trusted to keep
track of their own checking accounts, how can
they handle the infinitely larger responsibility
of operating the nation?

THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH, Sept. 27: The
number of people employed by members of the

Quote

U.S. House and Senate has increased by 14,000 in
the last 10 years, this despite the fact that the
number of lawmakers has remained the same
over that period.
Both house of Congress now employ 37,000
people, which costs taxpayers an estimated $3
billion annually, according to The Heritage
Foundation, a conservative think tank based in
Washington...
Perhaps it is time for Congress to realize that
continued deficit spending is going to harness
future generations with a due bill of gigantic
proportions.
It's time to quit wringing hands over the deficit dilemma. That doesn't save any money.

LORAIN MORNING JOURNAL, Sept. 29: At
last, a logical — if unacceptable —explanation
has surfaced to explain why Political Action
Committees (PACsl invest so generously in the
re-election campaigns of incumbent members
of the U.S. House of Representatives.
"PACs have the appearance of impropriety,"
says Rep. Don Pease, D-Oberlin. "But the sophisticated PACs don't expect that a candidate
is going to vote their wayjust because they gave
them a contribution. They hope to get access."...
In 1990, PACs contributed $87 million to the political campaigns of incumbent House members. By contrast, PACs contributed only $7 million to challengers in 1990. Obviously, the PACs
figured the challengers didn't have any "access" to sell...
No matter the rationale behind the donations,
PAC contributions pervert the American political process by tilting elections toward incumbents. The influence of PACs in American politics must be brought under control, if not eliminated. The survival of the American election
process depends on it.

"There goes one of those Georgia peaches.
There's nothing like that back in Ohio?'
carpetbagger watching Scarlett O'Hara, Gone
With the Wind
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Ah just cain't take no more!
Defending the incestuous columnist Brady family
HEY KIDS, CAN YOU FIND
WALDO IN TODAY'S COLUMN?!!
Mike makes an amazing,
Broadway, science fiction, ninja
entrance onto stage that unfortunately gets edited down to these
20 words.
"Quite an entrance, huh?"
Mike steps down from the throne
and grabs a clipboard, while Hector Hippo ana Harvey the Frequently Edited Out Magic Dancing Ant sweep away the confetti
and dead horses. "Sort of like Alfred Hitchcock, I need to make
cameo appearances in my column now and again when there's
something specific I need to address.
"This Friday (the 27th), the
two letters in The Newsattacked
columnists: the first correcting
John Bernard for having beliefs
and the second berating Steve
Bargdill for correctly using the
word 'he'. On Thursday, someone
wrote a letter to the editor asserting that Bargain's writings were
worthless because his philosophizing did nothing to immediately solve world problems - unlike, say, writing a letter to the
editor. Why do these people
exist? Did a certain female
writer really care about gender
neutrality in the student newspaper, or did she Just want a public forum to get the last word?
Doesn't anyone recognize that attacking Steve for not addressing
politics is like dissing Salvador
Dali for not addressing the ozone
layer?
"Don't get me wrong - intelligently thought out dissent is the
lifeblood of communication, and
indeed crucial to a newspaper.
But too often it seems to only be
expressed in the format: 'X's
opinion - not! Ha!' For many
people, the only way to assert
their own creativity is to deny
someone else's." (If you think
you found some irony in this paragraph, you're wrong.)
"So far, the only columnists
that have remained unscathed
are Snarlyn Avina and I - and until some pinhead crayons in a
complaint that there are many
positive aspects to insomnia that
she neglected in her biased column, she's probably safe. But
this semester, 'being safe' is
hardly a goal."
Mike leans over his humongous
fridge and pulls out a Diet Rite.

"Take a look at Connell Barrett.
He's only written four columns so
far. and he already has prompted
a slew of angry letters to The BG
News, claiming that Barrett is
unfunny, offensive and should resign.
These simple-minded,one-dimensional broadsides against
Connell have a fascinating but
predictable result. There is simfily no better way to gain support
rom the American Mentality
than to let yourself be publicly attacked, to portray yourself as the
underdog under the monolith, the
M'KE
MARTONE

martyr to the kneejerk reactionaries. (Still, no irony.) Each letter published by The BG News
has spawned a counter-barrage
of mail in support of the man,
praising him for his humor, nerve
and willingness to combat an
imaginary 'Establishment.' Because of this, his popularity is increasing exponentially, and I
want some of the action.
"So that's my goal for the rest
of the column. I'm going to try to
offend you off of your apathetic
little asses, to inspire hate, and to
try to get you to care about something. But don't oppose me for the
sheer joy of defeating a rival, or
to impress easily impressed
friends, or hate me because I'm
beautiful (see photo), but instead
because you believe in what you
say, and you believe that your
dissent can make a difference."
Mike turns his clipboard around
so you can read it, and on it you
see a list of campus factions
listed down the left hand side,
with red checkmarks already
highlighting "Critical Thinkers"
and "Mike's editor."
"So assert yourself, and write
in and complain, for God's sake!
But first ask yourself WHY you
hate WHAT you hate, and then
let's see if I can hurt ALL of you
before I run out of space this
morning, hmmmmm...?"
"SicSIc's a group of jingoistic
spineless fascists. Outside the

Student Recreation Center they
have a sign hyping the 'Countdown to the Fieldhouse' while
outside the Math/Science building they mock spending $10 million on it while tuition rises. They
don't believe anything, they just
try to ride and amplify what people already believe. SicSic sez
'we have no spine!'
"Mostpeople in College Republicans chew with their mouths
open. Women are evil. Poor people are a drain on society, and
should be killed. The same goes
for rude people, fat people and old
people.
"Most Greeks only go Greeking
because they're afraid of being
alone. Ditto for PSO. And as for
LAGA... (politically incorrect
pun edited out.)
"Charleston Craze sucked.
Doctor Seuss was a pedantic pedophile and just 50 years and a
bad haircut away from being
Vanilla Ice." ("Green eggs and
ham, I rock the mike like a
candle...')
"The leadership of 'Campus
Crusade for Christ' sold their
souls to the devil in exchange for
ail those table tents. I don't care
what anyone says, there ISN'T
something for EVERYONE at
the Woodland Mall. Frieda Falcon is a whore. But vote for Freddie for Mayor - let's give this town
the bird!
"Spotted owls are stupid and
deserve to die. Most people in College Democrats smell really bad.
And you know who I really hate?
Je../'
And then, a huge bus appears
from out of nowhere, being driven
by an odd looking nerdy boy with
glasses and a large red hat. who
Jumps out of the bus and Slows
Mike away with automatic
machine gun fire, giggling madly. Seventeen thousand students
cheer.
HEY KIDS, WASN'T THAT
FUN? NOW TURN TO THE
BACK PAGE AND TRY TO
FIND THE WORD 'MINI' IN
•HARDY BUBER.'
Mike Martone is a columnist
lor the News, and though he
wasn't quite killed by Waldo two
paragraphs ago, the near death
experience has had a profound effect upon him, and he doesn't
plan to criticize people in the future. Most of his columns will now
deal with the topic of just how
cute koala bears are.

Letters to the Editor

Nary a job to be
found in the area
The BG News:
I would like to know where the
person who wrote the article on
now plentiful jobs are here in
Bowling Green got their information from. It seems we have a
difference of opinion.
If timing is everything, then
why is it that I have been getting
up at 7:10 every morning in order
to be at the Job board by 8 a.m.,
but still have no job?
Most recently, I went in and did
not find a single new job listing.
Figuring that maybe they were
just late in posting them, I decided to ask If this was the case.
Unfortuantely, no one was available; the women working there
were huddled in a comer discussing the pros and cons of dying

your hair.
In addition, there is a problem
with old job listings still being
posted. I have called at least five
different people who couldn't believe that their request for employees was still on the board.
Several mentioned that they had
been promised the listing would
be taken down sometime the previous week.
If you're lucky enough to find a
listing that is still open, references are also a problem. Most
applications have a space for
previous work experience here in
town. Why should a person be penalized because they've never
worked in Bowling Green before?
This does happen — I've seen it.
Last week after getting information about a cashier position at
the bookstore, I went to fill out an
application. I had to be one of the
tint few applicants since it was
only 8:10 a.m. Although I feel that
I am very well qualified for the

position, I have since found out
that I didn't even make the list of
people to be interviewed. I had
everything the listing required,
as well as at least four years of
experience in Cleveland in similar iobs. Too bad I haven't yet
worked in Bowling Green -1 may
never get the chance.
Wendy Giroux
Senior
Secondary Science Education
Mentor, Ohio

Correction
The room number for the
Friends of the Deaf
("Group stresses understanding," The BG News,
Oct. 1) is Room 406 of the
Education Building, not 404.
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Mayonnaise: Food Op part II
Maybe their recycling efforts aren 't so bad after all
What, cod again?
After the mixed reception of
last week's column ("Food Operations for Thought''), I really nad
no intention of writing a follow-up
column on Food Operations. The
topics that I wrote about before
(condiment choice, recycling,
etc.) I chose because I believed
that they were things that Food
Operations could actually control. After all, any idiot could
have ranted and raved about the
inevitable unsolvable problems
that occur in running a cafeteria.
However, I felt that the topic of
recycling merited more space
when it was realized that there
were factors beyond the control
of Food Operations.
First of all, I'd like to thank
Jane Schimpf and Amy Hoops of
Food Operations for taking time
out of their busy schedules to talk
with me about the recycling issue. They were very friendly and
receptive to my questions and
concerns. This is not to say that I
agreed with everything that they
said, but I think I'll lay the
mayonnaise issue to rest (for
now).
As for recycling, they explained their predicament. It
seems that local recycling is done
on a volunteer basis by the Bowling Green Jaycees. Though Food
Operations would be more than
happy to give them their recyclable materials, in particular their
cardboard, Food Op has such a
large quantity of cardboard to
offer that the Jaycees can't possibly keep up with them. Being a

strictly volunteer operation, they
just don't have the people or facilities to accomodate everything
Food Op has to offer.
Now many businesses would
have shrugged their shoulders
and left it at that; a failed attempt that they could point at
whenever anybody were to yell
"foul." Instead, Food Op pressed
on, looking for another solution.
They contacted BFI, a waste
management company, to consider the logistics of them recyMlCMAEL
BRENNAN

cling Food Op's cardboard. BFI
proposed a system where Food
Op cardboard, and campus cardboard in general, could be disposed in a BFI-designated dumpster, which BFI would routinely
empty and send to their own recycling plant.
The only major problem, since
BFI is after all a business, was
that it would have cost BGSU
some money to implement and
maintain this program. Considering the tight budget situation, it
really isn't too surprising that our
administration rejected this recycling plan.
So who is to blame here? It's

not Food Op since we must eat
and they must provide food, regardless of how it is shipped. We
could blame the administration,
since they rejected the BFI plan,
but we know from just the hiring
freeze that the University is short
a lot of funds. It would be difficult
to support the administration cutting even more money from University programs that desperately need it so that we can recycle
cardboard.
This leaves the state of Ohio to
blame, specifically George Voinovich, for not providing more
money to state universities. I
would like to believe that Paul
Olscamp would have been more
than happy to put up the money,
had BGSU the money to spare. If
the state government of Ohio
really wanted BGSU to recycle, it
would accomodate it, either by
funding BGSU to implement the
BFI program, or by subsidizing
the Jaycees' program so that it
can meet the community's recycling demands.
Another issue is that we have
not one, but two university programs that do essentially the
same thing: Food Operations
(the residence hall cafeterias)
and the Union Food Service (Falcon's Nest, Prout, Bowl'n'
Greenery, Pheasant Room, Pizza
Outlet). They are separated by
different budgets, but they provide the same service: they teed
the students and faculty of BGSU.
Now at first I doubted the wisdom
of having two separate services,
and nobody at Food Op was quite

sure as to why there are two separate programs except for the
fact that they had been separated
as long as anyone could remember.
After giving it some thought, I
like the separation. Though the
two services don't actively comCete, it keeps one group from
aving a faceless monopoly on
our cafeterias. The two actually
differ in menus and food preparation, offering students a difference, be it better or worse.
Unfortunately, considering our

budgetary situation, can we really afford to pay two different food
directors and their office staffs
when they could all be one gigantic food service? The money
saved could perhaps be used
towards expanding the recycling
program.
But in all honesty, many students appreciate the differences
between the two services, and I
am one of them. So damn the
budget. The way I see it, if this financially strapped university can
afford to let its president take a

Eiaid sabbatical, then it can afford
D have two separate food services, be it better or worse for the
students of BG. By God, we might
not learn much of anything here,
but we won't be any lighter for it
either.
Michael Dylan Brennan is a
columnist for The BG News , and
really does like every variation of
cod, but still wonders if "diamond-cut cod" refers to the industrial tool used to make it that
shape.

Ahhhhhh-(hope I don't spray spit over everyone)-choo!!!
Of course, being a "mature
It's amazing, really. We live in
a society with the technological adult," I've come to the realizaknowledge to send men to the tion that getting sick is vastly
moon; with the electronic wizar- different now than when I was a
dry to supply and power an entire kid. As a youngster overcome
nation; with the keen, intuitive with a particularly intense ailhipness to program quality, is- ment, I could always count on my
sue-orientea shows such as The mom to be there, holding my
Adventures of Mark and hand, gently dabbing my head
Briani the two funniest men
alive).
CONNELL
But incredibly, we have as yet
no cure for the common cold.
BARRETT
I've recently recovered from
what is easily the all-time most
excruciatingly annoying case of
the flu in American history. The
kind with fiery, intense feverage.
The kind with complete full-body
convulsions. The kind where you
wake up in the middle of the
night, hacking and coughing at a with a wet cloth, offering me
terribly stubborn piece of block- words of condolence, like: "I
age in your throat until you final- really love you, son, but you really expel it into the night, only to ly should stop vomiting on your
look in the mirror the next morn- brother's Tyco Racetrack."
But those days are gone.
ing and find your left tonsil missSo, seeing as how the forening.

amed frightful flu season is now
upon us, I'd like to offer those who
must tend themselves during severe sickness some tips on the following symptoms, thus expediting the process of convalescence,
as well as using an all-out alliteration allowance (or whatever).
So here they are:
1. High fever
2. Minutely vomiting
3. Swollen glands/skin rashes
4. A smart-aleck father who
comes into your bedroom and jokingly says, "Hey, are your glands
swollen, or are you just glad to
see me?" because he's just SO
FUNNY, causing you to stab him
to death with your thermometer.
Let's begin with the dreaded
fever. No one likes it when his
body temperature exceeds that of
a supernova, and his head throbs
to the point where his hat size triples. This intense heat does not,
by the way, cause that hammerlike pounding in one's noggin.
You see, when one gets a fever,

a very bizarre freak of nature
occurs: the heart detaches itself
from the chest cavity, travels to
the skull, and begins rudely
throwing itself against the brain
in a ritual physicians call "Organ
Slamdancing." (The same process is true concerning hangovers, but I wouldn't know about
that, because my mom's gonna
read this).
So, after several bouts of high
fever with a Fahrenheit reading
well into five figures, I've developed one foolproof remedy:
simply die, go to hell, come back
to life and enjoy the difference.
Sounds tricky, I know, but dealing with the Evil Beast and the
Great River of Fire sure makes a
hard, slimy thermometer in the
mouth seem like small potatoes.
The next aspect of severe physical bummerhood is, at least for
me, skin inflammation. When I
come down with the flu, my
glands swell up like a bag of Jiffy
Pop, and I have skin resembliiw

that of the baby alligator I flushed down the toilet when I was
nine.
There's really no remedy for
this other than wearing a "Do Not
Flush" sign while sleeping.
Next, we move on to the utterly
disgusting act we've grown accustomed to whenever tattling a
bug or listening in on congressional gatherings — vomiting. Pretty gross word, huh? It
looks even worse in capital letters. Watch: VOMITING. See?
Anyway, while I can't recommend an actual cure for this vile
act (wiring your jaws shut, while
fun at parties, will only result in
an uncomfortable wetness on
dates), I can tell you how to make
it a little more bearable and, yes,
even fun.
Try chicken soup. Okay, maybe
it can't actually rid you of your
ailment exactly, but it can be
vomited much more easily than,
say. Fig Newtons or cobs of corn.
And if you're lucky enough to get

sick away from home or school,
and you're near a large body
body of water, try hard candy. So
when you get that urge to heave,
for Pete's sake, don't run to the
bathroom — hit that beach!
You'll find that pieces of upchucked jawbreakers make for a
fantastic rock-skipping simulation.
See? Sickness can be fun.
Well, I wish you the best of luck
in dealing with your newfound
maladies. But remember: the
forementioned suggestions are
serious AND dangerous if used
incorrectly. PLEASE do NOT try
any of these tips at home.
Go over to your friend's house
and try them.
Connell Barrett, a sophomore
majoring in journalism, writes a
weekly column for The News and
maybe, just maybe, wrote a column that didn't offend anybody,
but it's doubtful.
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Group protests farm animal abuse
Activists urge reform of cruel agriculture practices
by Lucinda Bobbins
cily reporter

Today, the Farm Animal Reform Movement is urging everyone to "kick the meat habit" in
observance of World Farm Animals Day.
FARM has been observing
World Farm Animals Day for
nine years in order to call public
attention to widespread animal
abuse and other devastating impacts of today's intensive animal
agriculture practices, FARM
officials said.
This year's World Farm Animals Day will be celebrated on
Mahatma Gandhi's birthday because he was an ardent advocate

*P

for farm animals' rights and a
lifelong vegetarian.
In order to keep up with the
demand for meat, animal farms
have been forced to intensify
their farming practices. Often referred to as "factory farms,"
they are designed to produce the
maximum number of animals for
the minimum expense, according
to the Vegetarian Society of D.C.
The confined conditions in
which the animals must live
cause stress, and the animals will
attack and even eat each other,
society officials have reported.
However, these fanning techniques are not used in this area,
according to Jayne Roth, area
4-H agent. Livestock farming in
this area is done on a smaller

level, Roth said. One of FARM'S
special interests during this
year's observance is the transportation of animals to the
slaughterhouses.
According to the Vegetarian
Society of D.C, cattle may spend
one or two days in a truck without
any food, water, or heat. The
cattle may freeze to death in the
winter time.
FARM'S other special emphasis duringthis year s World Farm
Animals Day is the anemic diet of
veal calves and the crates they
are kept in.
Calves raised for veal are kept
in small crates (22 inches by 54
inches) without room even to turn
around. They are designed this
way so the animal's muscles will

The
■*?
Off-Campus *
Student Center*
and egg®*
present
TOM GORMAN
in concert
Monday, October 7th
11:30 am - 1:00pm
Union Oval
in celebration of
"Are U Stressed? Week*
sponsored by The Well*

atrophy, producing tender veal, percent, it would free more "than
according to People for the Ethi- 12 million tons of grain annually,
cal Treatment of Animals.
according to the Overseas DevelThe calves are fed a milk sub- opment Council.
FARM officials said the land
stitute lacking in iron and other
essential nutrients. This diet should be conserved for future
keeps the animals anemic and generations or used to feed the
produces the pale pink or white world's 800 million starving peocolor desired in the finished ple.
product.
A major cause of worldwide deRoth disputed many of these forestation is the conversion of
claims, saying there is a differ- forest land to grazing land for
ence between animal rights and cattle. The Global 2000 report
animal welfare.
stated at present conversion
"If farmers were mistreating rates, most forests in the less detheir animals in the way animal veloped areas of the world will be
rights groups say they are, [the gone entirely by 2020.
farmers] wouldn't be in busiThe environment and farm
ness," Roth said.
animals are not the only victims
She said farmers call them- of intensive agricultural pracselves "animal welfarists" be- tices and emphasis on meat eatcause they care about the ani- ing, FARM has reported.
mals and do not want to harm
According to FARM, nearly 1.5
them or cause disease.
million Americans are crippled
Factory farming practices are and killed prematurely each year
not only cruel to animals, but also by heart failure, stroke, cancer
damage the environment, ac- and other diseases conclusively
cording to FARM literature.
linked with the consumption of
The Vegetarian Society of D.C. animal fat and meat.
said more than 90 percent of all
At the University, the local
agricultural land in the Unites chapter of Students for the EthiStates is used for livestock agri- cal Treatment of Animals is
culture. This includes most of the planning to distribute fliers to obgrain-growing land in Wood serve the animals' day, but will
County, according to Roth.
not sponsor any demonstrations
If Americans would reduce or events, said Dave Brodin,
their meat consumDtion bv 10 SETA chapter president.
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Police blotter
■A resident of Biddle Street
claimed he had been drinking,
possessed lighter fluid, and said
tie wanted to stick his finger in an
electrical socket Monday morning. He claimed The Link, a University-sponsored counseling
service, would not talk to him,
police said.
■Robert Millikin, Port Clinton,
was cited for open container and
littering early Sunday morning,
police said.
■Lisa Renfro, Clyde, was cited
for underage consumption Sunday morning, police said.
■Bryan Slater, Findlay, was
cited for open container and disorderly conduct Sunday morning.
Slater was observed urinating in
Lot 2, police said.
■Christopher Albert, 237 N.
Prospect St., was cited for criminal damaging Sunday. Albert was
observed vandalizing a vehicle on
East Oak and North Prospect
streets, police said.
■Daniel Marek, 237 N. Prospect St., was cited for criminal
damaging Sunday.
■Phillip Haheen, Parma, was
cited for underage possession
Sunday, police saidT
■Paul White, Beta Theta Pi
house, was cited for disorderly
conduct early Saturday morning.
White was observed urinating in
the Sunoco lot, police said.
■David Benning, 208 Conklin,
was cited for underage consumption Saturday morning, police
said.
■Theodore Davis, 818 Second
St. Apt. A, was cited for disorderly conduct Saturday morning.
Davis was observed in plain view
of the public urinating in the Sunoco lot, police said.
■David Eason, Toledo, was
cited for disorderly conduct Saturday morning. Eason was observed urinating between two
parked cars on East Wooster
Street, police said.
■Becky King, Toledo, was cited
for shoplifting at Elder Beerman
and Abbotts in Woodland Mall
Saturday afternoon, police said.
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Bowling Green State University/College of Musical Arts/ School of Art Gallery

Main Events
Aequalis
September 25-October 24
Exhibition: Costumes ol Sha Sha Higby
Kennedy Green Room

Thursday, October 3
8 p.m.

^3

Concert Kobacker Hall

Friday, October 4
9 a.m.

US

->'*i*^

.l.u^pl

Lou Harrison

Panel: Composer to Composer: A Dialogue
with Anthony Braxton
Donald M. Wilson, moderator Kobacker Hall
10:30 a.m. Concert Bryan Recital Hall
2:30 p.m. Concert Bryan Recital Hall
3:30 p.m. Performance: Sha Sha Higby Kobacker Hall
6:30 p.m. Lecture Fine Arts Building (204)
7:30 p.m. Exhibition Opening: African American
Self-Portraits: Standing With/Withstanding
Exhibit will be on display thru October 24
School of Art Gallery
9 p.m.
Forefront Series Concert: Anthony Braxton*
Kobacker Hall

Saturday, October 5
9 a.m.
Paper Presentation
William E. Lake, chair Bryan Recital Hall
2:30 p.m. Panel: Making Art, Making Music 1991:
Expressing Difference Bryan Recital Hall
4 p.m.
Concert* Kobacker Hall
8 p.m.
Forefront Series Concert: Aequalis
Kobacker Hall

Sunday, October 6
3 p.m.

Concert: Bowling Green Philharmonia
Kobacker Hall

Events take place at the College of Musical Arts and the
School of Art. All events are free and open to the public. For
further information, contact the MidAmerican Center for
Contemporary Music, 419/372-2685.
"World Premiere
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Thrift items a steal

TIDBITS

'Retro'styles make fashion changes inexpensive
by Michelle Banks
city editor

Best Sellers
FICTION
1. "The Sum of All Fears."
Tom Clancy
2 "The Doomsday Conspiracy," Sidney Sheldon
3 "The Duchess." Jude
Deveraux
4 "Dragon Reborn." Douglas
Jordan
5. "Night Over Water." Ken
Follett
6. "The Deceiver," Frederick
Forsyth
7 "The Firm." John Grisham
8. "Imajica," Clive Barker
9. "Star Wars: Heir to the
Empire," Timothy Zahn
10. "Saint Maybe," Anne
Tyler

NON-FICTION
1. "Me," Katharine Hepburn
2 "Final Exit," Derek Humphry
3. "LaToya," LaToya Jackson
4 "Uh-Oh," Robert Fulghum
5. "Exposing Myself," GeraIdo Rivera
6. "Wealth Without Risk."
Charles Givens
7. "Do It!" Peter McWilliams
8 "Financial Self-Defense."
Charles Givens
9. "Hard Courts." John Feinstein
10. "J. Edgar Hoover," Curt
Gentry
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

The Top Ten
Best-selling singles of the
week.
1. "I Ador Mi Amor." Color Me
Badd
2. "The Promise of a New
Day." Paula Abdul
3. "Time. Love and Tenderness," Michael Bolton
4. "Motownphilly." Boyz II
Men
5. "Things That Make You Go
Hmmm," CSC Music Factory
6. "Emotions," MariahCarey
7. "Love of a Lifetime," Firehouse
8. "Good Vibrations," Marky
Mark & the Funky BunchLolearta Holloway
9. "Shiny Happy People."
R.E.M.
10. "Do Anything." Natural
Selection
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

Baby, Why Don't We...?
Oct. 2: This Year's Fad at
Good Tymes Pub
Oct. 2: Chris Otto at Photographs.
Oct. 2: Merry Can Men at
Easy Street Cafe.
Oct. 2-4: Yesterday's Jester
at Jax Club California.
Oct. 3-5. Cleveland's Waterworks (formerly Champion) at
Photographs
Oct. 3-6: "The Glass Menagerie" at Eva Marie Saint
Theatre, 8 p.m.
Oct. 3: UAO Lenhart Classic
Film Series presents "Rebecca" at Gish Film Theater, 9 p.m.
Oct. 3: Spiderfoot and One
League Onward perform at
Frankie's in Toledo to benefit
the Toledo Homeless Awareness Project.
Oct. 3: Reach Out Benefit at
Good Tymes Pub
Oct. 3: Groovemaster at Easy
Street Cafe.
Oct. 3-5: Area bands perform
at the Toledo Civic Center Mall
for the Homeless Awareness
Project's camp-out.
Oct 4: Vambo Marble Eye
and Liquid Alice at Good Tymes
Pub.
Oct. 4: Harambe at Frankie's
Oct. 4: Ipso Factor at Easy
Street Cafe.
Oct. 4-5: UAO Weekend
Movie, "Strange Brew" at 8
p.m. and 10 p.m. and "Porky's"
at 12 p.m. In 210 Math Science.
Oct. 5: The Ark Band at Easy
Street Cafe.
Oct. 5: Yesterday's Jester at
Good Tymes Pub.
Oct. 5: The Difference at
Frank's*.
Oct. 5: Hot Rocket at Jax
Club California.

PACE FIVE

One persons junk is another
person's treasure.
Visions of street urchins digging through dumpsters dancing
through your head? Not quite.
Second-hand or thrift shopping
has gained popularity recently
with the vintage and "retro
looks storming the fashion front.
The best part about the new looks
is that people don't have to spend
a fortune to achieve them and
that the looks can be attained
right within the cornfield borders
of Bowling Green.
Kelly Amos, sales clerk for
Elite Repeat, 525 Ridge St., said
second-hand shopping offers people the chance to change their
wardrobes seasonally without
spending hundreds of dollars.
"You can buy 20 to 30 items
here for $50, where in a department store you can get a shirt for
The BG Nem/Rob Wfttlr r
that," she said.
During a slow time at work, freshman Kelly Amos browses at The
Elite Repeat makes sure the
Elite Repeat, 525 Ridge St., Tuesday afternoon. The Elite Repeat is items remain high-quality and in
one of two stores in Bowling Green which offer second-hand clothing.
style by accepting clothing and
accessories by appointment only.

Persons bring their items and a
price for each item is reached
together with Elite Repeat. At the
end of the month, Elite Repeat issues checks for items sold to the
previous clothing owners.
Racks of suits, shoes, miscellaneous pants and dresses and
several cases of jewelry (antique
and otherwise) decorate the
store. The store even has wedding
dresses.
Thrift shopping has surpassed
its image as being just for the
poverty-stricken. In fact, Salvation Army officials say it's becoming quite vogue.
"We even have judges come in
here. There are all different types
of people — all races and all
backgrounds. From contractors
to salesclerks, you name it,
they've probably been here,"
said D. Smith, sales clerk for the
Salvation Army, 309 S. Main St.
The Salvation Army carries a
larger selections of items, including furniture, linens, books and
small appliances like toasters.
Knowing some tips can ensure
consumers' success when embarking on a thrift shopping
spree.

"You really have to look for
what you want. Go in there with
an open mind and don't get deEsed if you don't find it," said
Gaghan, sophomore Soviet
studies major and veteran thrift
shopper.
New items arrive weekly at
second-hand stores, so repeated
trips may ensure success in finding that perfect velvet jacket.
Also plan on spending time looking for the ultimate purchase.
"It usually takes me 45
minutes," Gaghan said.
Gaghan's efforts have paid off
— she is now the proud owner of a
dress made out of "what looks
like draperies" and a fluorscentcolored sweater made out of
"towel material."
Thrift shopping can also allow
people to purchase clothing which
they might not find in the malls.
Julie Nieset, senior chemistry
and biology major, said she prefers second-hand shopping because she is on a budget and likes
the men's jackets offered at the
Salvation Army.
"I don't care if someone else
has wom it," she said. "It really
doesn't matter."

Festival celebrates Biographer visits campus,
cultural music, art researches James Baldwin
by Timothy Jacob*
contributing reporter

Want to hear something
new? See something
different? Clear your calendar, because many opportunities to do just that will be offered at the University
Thursday through Sunday at
the 12th annual New Music
and Art Festival, sponsored
by the College of Musical Arts
and the School of Art.
The festival is a "celebration of contemporary music,"
according to Suzy Thierry,
coordinator of the festival.
The festival "invites composers from all over the world
to send in pieces," said John
Sampen, acting director of
the festival. Twenty-one
guest composers will present
music composers.

The theme of the festival is
multiculturalism. Music and
art on display will showcase
ethnocentricity in the performers' own particular
styles. It's an ''interesting
blend of sounds," Sampen
said.

Headlining this year's festival are Lou Harrison and
Anthony Braxton, who will
both premiere new pieces of
music for the festival.
Harrison performs Sunday
at 11 a.m. in Kobacker Hall in
the Moore Musical Arts
Center. Braxton's show is at 9
pjn. Saturday in Kobacker
Other guests at the festival
are the Aequals, a chamber
ensemble and Sha Sha Higby,
a "very visual" performance
artist, Thiery said.

TV show debuts,
guests to be extras
by Jennifer Merin
Associated Press
ACAPULCO, Mexico (AP) —
When the TV comedy-thriller
"Palace Guard" debuts this fall,
a lot of former guests at Acapulco's Princess Hotel will be tuned
in and ready to tape.
The first episode was filmed at
the Princess last spring, and
guests who showed a Keen interest were asked to be extras.
Others were content to watch
the series' stars. Marcy Walker
as the hotel's public relations director and D.W. Moffett as a
thief-turned-security chief, romp
through the hotel's penthouses
and a soaring open air lobby trying to solve a murder. There was
even a spectacular in which a
"body" was thrown from a balcony high on one of the hotel's
pyramid-like towers.
"We've done a lot of TV and
movie filming because our guests
enjoy it," says Judy Blatman, the
hotel's real PR director. "We
offer all the regular resort things
— golf, tennis, eating and relaxing — but being an 'extra' is
something extra. We film in specific areas and schedule for off
hours so we don't disturb guests
who want peace and quiet."
The hotel has also been used for
segments of "Dynasty," "The ATeam" and "Lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous" as well as a
Barbara Walters special.
Many other TV shows and feature films shoot on location, but
few turn observers into extras.
Chances are better in resorts like
the Princess or in small towns
where the entire population may
be cast as extras.
Watching a star in some actionKcked scene in a big citycan ennce travel memories. The bulk
of the action is in Los Angeles and
New York City, but how does a

tourist know where to find it?
"Basically, it's luck," says
Nina Streich, deputy director of
the Mayor's Office of Film,
Theatre and Broadcasting, which
issues film permits a day prior to
a shoot, "we don't list locations
because too many people might
go and it might interfere with
Filming.

by Doug Baker
general assignment reporter
The life of author James Baldwin can only be described as being ahead of its time.
His open homosexuality and the
controversial subject matter of
his books fired debate in the 1950s
and '60s and his involvement in
the civil rights movement kept
him in the public eye.
David Leeming, authorized
biographer of Baldwin's life,
visited the University last week
in order to research the former
University faculty member. He
took the time to reminisce about
the life and career of his friend.
According to Leeming, Baldwin
received his education in the
streets of Harlem.
"He didn't have a college education and he was always a little
wary of universities," Leeming
said."Bowling Green was the
first place he spent time as a
teacher and I came here to get a
sense of what Bowling Green
meant to him and what he meant
to Bowling Green."
Baldwin, author of "Go Tell It
on the Mountain" and other books
about the life of American blacks,
first visited the University as a
guest speaker in May of 1977.
In 1978, he returned as a writerin-residence and taught a course
in contemporary fiction covering
his own works.
Baldwin's final visit to the University was as a Distinguished

eloquence and fire of Malcolm X
but disagreed with his methods,"
Leeming said.
According to Leeming, the assassinations of Dr. King, Malcolm X and Medgar Evers greatly affected Baldwin.
"All three assassinations had a
vital effect on him," Leeming
said. "He felt the hope for the civU
rights movement was gone."
The assassinations of John F.
Kennedy and his brother Robert
only added to Baldwin's feelings
of discouragement, Leeming
said.
"I think he was a genius whose
energy was sapped by the need to
involve himself in a social struggle," Leeming said. "He wanted
to convey a message to the country he loved."
According to Leeming, Baldwin
was trying to convey a message
of love through his works.
"He talked about people giving
up safe lives for more important
goals," Leeming said. "Loving
someone makes you vulnerable
and he talked about the necessity
of taking that risk seriously.''
"Baldwin is saying to American society that you can't really
be whole until you are willing to
admit to all of your parts," Leeming said. "If we can't recognize
brother- and sisterhood, we can
never really be whole."
Leeming, a professor of English at the University of Connecticut, has been working on the biography since Baldwin's death.

Events aid the homeless

"The most popular locations
are Central Park and landmarklooking areas, places where touby Morrella Raleigh
rists tend to go anyway."
Diversions editor
Not every city film commission
is so guarded. So when you visit a
Fans of local music will be
likely city, call the visitor's and
convention bureau for informa- swimming in a sea of ecstasy as
area musicians take the stage at
tion on current shoots.
weekend events to benefit the
Another source of information Toledo chapter of the Homeless
is "The Hollywood Reporter," a Awareness Project.
Bowling Green's Spiderfoot and
film industry daily. Each Tuesday, it publishes 10 to 15 pages on One League Onward, a Toledo
feature film snoots, listing start band, will take the stage at Frandates, locations and key person- kie's Thursday night.
"I thought it would be a good
nel, including stars. Another section lists TV production dates, but idea for a bar to do something,"
Frankie's owner Robert Croak
without locations.
said. "It's something different to
It lists these among October do to help them out.
Frankie's has previously sponstart dates: "Wilder Napalm,"
starring Dennis Quaid, starts sored benefits for muscular dysfilming in Orlando, Fla., Oct. 1; trophy and for the rainforest but
"Stay Tuned," John Ritter, Van- this is the first for the Homeless
couver, B.C., Oct. 13; "Charlie Awareness Project.
"We're grateful that they're doChaplin," Robert Downey Jr.,
England and Los Angeles, Oct. ing it," said Ken Wesley of Tole14; and "Sneakers," Robert Redford and Mary McDonald, San
Francisco and Los Angeles, Oct.
21.
The two-hour premiere of "Palace Guard" is scheduled for Oct.
18 at 9 p.m. EST on CBS.
"The Hollywood Reporter" is
sold on newsstands in Los Angeles and New York. For subscription, (153.72 per year, or mailed
single copy, $1 each, write: "The
Hollywood Reporter," 6715 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.,
90028. When ordering single copies, specify dates.

Visiting Professor of Ethnic Studies during the 1979-80 school year.
Baldwin died in 1987 at the age
of 63
. According to Leeming, Baldwin authorized him to write his
biography in 1977.
"I first met him in Istanbul in
1961," Leeming said. "In 1977 we
started talking seriously about
writing a biography and he wrote
me a letter of authorization."
"Go Tell It on the Mountain,"
Baldwin's first novel, was published in 1953 and thrust him into
the public eye, where he became
a controversial figure.
Like many authors, Baldwin
based his works on his own experiences as an African-American
growing up in the city.'
Baldwin's second book, "Giovanni's Room," was groundbreaking material in the 1950s
because it reflected Baldwin's
homosexuality.
'"Giovanni's Room' wasn't intended as a gay novel," Leeming
said. "It dealt with a relationship
between two men and the price
someone pays when love is denied
by social tears."
Baldwin later became heavily
involved in the civil rights
movement and came into contact
with some of its leaders.
"He first met Martin Luther
King in the south in the 1950s,"
Leeming said. "He liked Dr.
King's policy of nonviolence but
felt that people had no right to ask
black people to be patient.
"(Baldwin] was moved by the

do's Homeless Awareness
Project.
He said the group is glad to get
people involved. "It was designed
to give everybody a chance to get
involved in any way they can."
Croak said Frankie s usually
has a full house on Thursdays and
he expects the same for the benefit.
The benefit will cost $3, $1 of
which will be donated to help the
homeless.and the bar will match
the money raised.
"Every little bit helps," Croak
said.
Also, more than 20 bands will
Srform at Toledo's Civic Center
all as part of this year's tent
city, a camp-out for the homeless,
there is no charge and the
bands will play for an hour beginning at 9 p.m. on Thursday, 5 p.m.
on Friday and 1 p.m. on Saturday.

Thursday, October 3:
Swyers and Mary Dicks,
Wolff, Scott Schwab, Neil
and Mike Kirby and Doug
shall and Mike Saffron.

Lori
Dick
Light
Mar-

Friday, October 4: The Flecks,
Blue Zone, The Ray Band, Five
Blind Blues Band, Nightshirt,
Girl's Night Out, the Hot and
Spicy Band and Pat LewandowSaturday, October 5: Groovemaster, O'Connell's Hot Shots,
America's Pride, Eddie Boggs,
Doug Carter and Cary Clark, The
Scott Potter Quartet, Don Coats,
Joel Hazard, East Side Junk,
Roger and Renee, Made in America, The Rivermen and Edmund
F.
"It is going to be a lot of fun,"
HAP entertainment coordinator
Jeannette Welsh said.
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TV clip sparks debate
Campus racial attitudes and accountability examined
by Chris Hawley
general assignment reporter
A clip of a recent television
show exposing everyday racism
sparked a broad debate on the reform of campus racial attitudes
at yesterday's meeting of the
People for Racial Justice Committee.
After viewing a TV magazine
segment documenting differing
treatment of black and white customers in businesses on ABC's
"Prime Time Live," members
began a discussion on how racism
should be exposed and presented
to white faculty and students.
"It's a very difficult thing to get
them to understand," said Robert
Perry, ethnic studies chairperson.
During debate, members questioned whether efforts toward reform of University attitudes

toward minorities should be directed toward faculty or students, include social or political
measures, be designed for immediate or long-range implementation, or concentrate on multicultural or chiefly AfricanAmerican issues.
Some members said the focus
of minority issues education
should shift to teachers and other
University staff.
"Something needs to be done
administratively," Multicultural
Affairs Project Coordinator Monica Smith-Scott said. Smith-Scott
said because teachers pass along
reformed ideas and set the tone of
University thought, official
efforts should be made to examine minority bias in faculty attitudes.
Other members stressed that
reform efforts must be directed
toward all University staff, noting that appointing only a few de-

partment officials to handle cultural diversity issues may encourage other faculty to ignore
ethnic issues.
Reform efforts directed at students should be stepped up as
well, the group decided.
"I'd have a lot more hope with
the students," educational curriculum and instruction professor
Cliff Brooks said. "They're the
generation to work with.
The group agreed that Bowling
Green's status as a primarily
white university makes transcultural activities essential to racial
understanding. PRJ members
commended the Coalition for
Transcultural Enhancement's
efforts to organize a raciallymixed student action group and
supported CTE's representative
Christopher Smitherman's proposal to develop a program to
present minority issues through
presentations in residence halls.

A six-time winner of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers Award, Wallace
DePue lectures to his 403 Counterpoint class Thursday afternoon in the Moore Musical Arts Building.

IRAQ:

FOAM
: Continued from page 1.
Many students had complained
about the plastic foam plates because they take up room in landfills and produce dangerous
chemicals when they start to decay in the landfill, Schimpf said.
While Schimpf said that the use
of paper plates is a step in the
right direction to save landfill
space, it may not be a cure-all.
The paper plates are supposed
to be recyclable, Schimpf said,
but they can not be recycled if
food is soaked into the plates.
Schimpf also said that there are
several programs which offer
plastic foam recyling, though
there are none in Northwest Ohio.
Plastic foam was once a major
concern because it produced
chlorofluorocarbons when they
decayed, Schimpf said. CFCs are
generally considered a major
factor in the decaying of the
earth's ozone.
The chemicals were taken out
of the paper plates several years
ago, Schimpf said.
"The CFCs are what gave Styr-

The BG News/Tim Norman

Continued from page 1.
ofoam a bad name," Schimpf the Baghdad area because they
said. "That is what people were had no way to get to other parts of
upset about — especially when Iraq. The inspectors also say they
need their own helicopters so they
[fee plates] are burned."
An additional concern about us- can make surprise visits.
ing paper plates instead of plastic
Douglas Englund, an American
foam is that paper plates are
who leads the 20-member missile
more expensive, Maley said.
team,
said he would use the heliOne way students can help
Food Operations save money, copters to search western Iraq
Maley said, is to use paper plates and supervise destruction of 28
known fixed-site Scud launchers
less frequently.
"If they are not going to take used to attack Israel during the
the product out of the dining hall, Gulf War.
then don't use paper," Maley
said. "They should not use dispoHe also intends to blow up one
sable trash when it is not neces- assembled and one incomplete
long-range "supergun" halfway
sary."
betwen Baghdad and the city of
While Founders is the only din- Mosul and plans several surprise
ing hall using paper plates, calls on undeclared Iraqi sites
Schimpf said the plates could be where Scud missiles may be
used for all dining nails if the trial stored.
run is a success.
In Bahrain, the 44-member nuIn addition, Schimpf said. Food clear weapons team that was deOperations is using glass plates tained on a Baghdad parking lot
instead of plastic foam at salad for five days last week worked on
a report detailing the evidence
bars this semester.
they seized on Iraq's secret nuclear arms program.
Iraq has denied trying to develop nuclear arms, but U.N.
officials said the documents uncovered in Baghdad proved the
Iraqis were working to produce
nuclear warheads.

University prof awarded
by Krystie Korn
contributing reporter
Wallace DePue, a University
Erofessor of music composition,
as been awarded his sixth consecutive American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers Award.
In recognition of his compositions and recent performances
of those works, DePue received
$500. He was judged on what he
had done for the past year, including works he wrote, performances of those works and
whether his work was published.
"I spent 18 years submitting
my credentials to ASCAP and
didn't win," DePue said. "The
following year I gave it one
more whirl and have been on a
roll since."
He credited the awards in
part to increased University
cooperation.
' 'What helped me was the fact
that I was able to have more
research time through the department," he said. Before, I

nad no time to do research except at 2 or 3 in the morning."
DePue said the judges were
people of whom he had heard
but had never met, and the
makeup of the judging committee changes annually.
"Unfortunately, it was never
my mother who got to decide,"
DePue said.
This year's panel included
Harold Best, dean of the Wheaton Conservatory of Music;
critic Tim Page of radio station
WNYC and New York Newsday;
and John Paynter, chairperson of the department of conducting and director of bands at
Northwestern University.
DePue was born and reared
in Columbus and got his start in
music singing in the Trinity
Boys Choir. After listening to a
solo by young Wallace, a board
member encouraged his family
to have him try out for a professional choir.
He then moved on to a soprano part in the American
Boys Choir. He was one of 50
members who got paid $3 to $5 a
week for singing, which he said

was "a lot of money at the
time."
Musical talent is not just limited to the father of the DePue
family. DePue has four sons
who started out just as early in
childhood as he did. His sons include Wallace Jr., 22, who specializes in the banjo and voice;
Alex, 19, who plays the mandolin, guitar, clarinet, viola,
double bass, piano and is, according to his father, "one hell
of a drummer;" Jason, 15, who
concentrates on the violin,
tuitar and is a bass singer; and
ach, 12, who likes the trumpet
and violin.
"They're so talented and are
far better performers than I...
" DePue said, " ... and I've always told them that if they stick
together through the rough
times, someone will discover
them."
The DePue Family Musicians
have performed across the
country and around the world.
Their next public performance
is scheduled for Parents' Day,
Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in Anderson
Arena.

SENATE ======:
The
BG Party
Bar

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
$4.25
Hours:
Sunday....
Mon-Thurs.
Friday

. 12:00-2:00 P.M.
. 11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
ll:30-l:3O P.M.

BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

PRESENTS

CHRIS OTTO
Neil Young Review

Located in the University Union

Oct. 2 Tonight

Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 card holders.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
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DELTA ZETA would like to introduce
our new Fall 1991 PLEDGE CLASS:

Amy Kotton

WMrWrWrVW

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

• NO
SERVICE
ON
SUNDAY
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Bethanie Bearor
Carrie Anne Beller
Alicia Cercone
Julie Dorian
Shannon Favri
Mercedez Fisher
Jessica Hanning
Tara Hartman
Megan Keller
Kristin Kemph

I: Continued from page one.
"Its purpose is to inform so we however, questioned the decision
have the background information to have the discussion,
needed to discuss this," he said.
"What bothers me is we've had
two months and no resolutions in
Some senate members, the senate yet," Eliot Blinn said.

Mary Listerman
Michelle Magin
Marybeth Monty
Jennifer Niese
Jennifer Stripe
Kym Walls
Lisa Warner
Suzanne Wheeler
Jennifer Whisler
Julia Winners

E

quanums

Ofc

A 10 gallon aquarium $8.00
120 gallon aquarium $20.00
150 gallon aquarium $39.00
A Discount prices on
all accessories

> feeder fisb $1.00 a dozen
PERRYSBURG
AQUARIUM
420 Louisiana Ave.
(419>^74-6504

T^%%%%%%%ZM
w/////////,

YOUR HALLOWEEN PARTY
HEADQUARTERS
Make Your Party an OCCASION
with Personalized Matches and
Invitations and t300-tiful Tableware and Party Decorations.
See us for a Complete Selection of Everything You Need!

Rapid Printing
156 S. Main • Downtown Bowling Green
Phone 352-911& • Mon.-Fri. &-.30-5 • Sat. 9-12
AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ

AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ
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Women golfers garner Blazekovie takes Open
12th position at Illinois
by Mimi Ordonio
sports writer

by Matt Fair
sports wriler

Last weekend the women's
golf team made quite a splash
ui one of the Midwest's largest
toumamets, The Lady Northern Invitational.
Bowling Green ended up placing in the middle of the pack.
The Falcons finished in 12th
8lace with a team score of 980.
otable teams that placed behind the Falcons were Michigan
State, Notre Dame, Ferris State
and Iowa.
Minnesota took the team
championship with a score of
919.
The tournament includes
teams from the Big Ten, the Big
Eight and other notable conferences.
"This is a tournament where
we as a smaller school can really show off," said senior Ann
Alexander. "The competition is
so intense."

"This is the first time since I
can remember that we have
beaten Michigan State," head
coach Greg Nye said.
"Everyone had a good score
to throw in throughout the
weekend," junior Sue Balmer
said. "But everyone had their
downside also."
Consistency was not apparent
in the individual scores
throughout the weekend. The
team only shot three rounds in
the 70s in the three days on this
par 76 course.
"The format was different
than usual," Balmer said. "Usually we play 36 (holes) on the
first day. That made the mental
approach different."
Alexander was BG's best finisher with a 240 that gave her
33rd place. Her score included a
magnificent one-over round on
the last day. Balmer finished
53rd with a 247. Other scores included Jenifer Girdlestone
(247), Jodi Ricker (257), Kim

Prasse (255) and Amy Edenfield (257).
"The final day I was not
happy with my score, but I was
happy with the team effort,"
Balmer said. "Ann played so
well the last day."
"I don't know how to explain
it," Alexander said of her final
day performance. "Coach
helped me with my putting before the round and they all
started dropping. I was on."
"We could have done better.
The first three slots did not play
up to their ability," Nye said. "I
don't know if playing every
weekend led to fatigue. I guess
it is the sport of golf."
"The fifth and sixth slots
picked us up," Alexander said.
''It takes the pressure off the
top players."
"If the top three had been on
the whole weekend we could
have finished in the top ten."
Nye said.

Consistent, aggressive play led
former professional Bob Blazekovic to the Bowling Green Tennis Open title. He defeated Todd
Koehler in the final 7-6 (7-5), 6-4.
"I kept trying to change the
pace...to loop the ball in order to
mess Bob up," Koehler, a member of the Falcon tennis team,
said. "Unfortunately he's not the
type of player to mess up. He
doesn't lose a lot.

"I didn't win the big points, and
I should have come to the net
more like I did in the second set."
Once ranked as high as 250 in
the world, Blazekovic quit the
Erof essional circuit two years ago
ut continues to play in tournaments.
Blazekovic made it to the finals
by beating Falcon sophomore
Jeff Huffman. The match started
off well for Huffman, but Blazekovic soon caught on to his strategy.
"I was just trying to keep the
ball in the court, and to make him

make the mistakes, but he
didn't," Huffman said.
Blazekovic became more and
more aggressive with his shots
and finally overpowered the
younger player.
"Usually I can run around all
day and that's how I win," Huffman said. "I chase down a lot of
balls that other people don't get
to. But today that didn't happen."
The BG Tennis Open is an exhibition match that head coach
Gene Orlando put together to
raise money for the Falcon tennis
program.

Soccer to take on Miami
by Bob E. Lewis
sporls writer

Respect our opponent, but fear
no one.
— Soccer coach Gary Palmisano
This is the motto which the soccer team lives by. So far, it has
worked for them in terms of an

8-0-1 overall record.
"We are making strides psychologically and it is very important in terms of being successful
at a consistent basis, Palmisano
said.
The Falcons are currently
ranked first in the Mid-America
Soccer Conference (MASC),
fourth in the Great Lakes Region,
and 30th in the nation.
"We are doing well, but I feel

we need to get better in certain
areas," Palmisano said.
BG will continue their imErovement process as they host
le Redskins of Miami today at
4:00 p.m. on Mickey Cochrane
field.
Miami, who is the defending
MASC champion, is curently 4-2-1
overall and 0-1-1 in the MASC.
They are looking to be the first
repeat champion ever.

AOTT CLASSIC ■ AOTT CLASSIC
Sunday 1-4 pm
Be There!
AOTT CLASSIC ' AOTT CLASSIC

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
MEETING
8:30 PM WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2ND
IN 305 UNIVERSITY HALL

Classified
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• • • Altn MIS Students ' * *
ASM Meeting 7 30 BA 110 Form* 10/2'91
Speaker
Janelle Vickers- Owens Corning
F*er glass
Subject International MIS. EFTandOCF
*' Attention University Ambassadors* *
Josl as a reminder our 2nd meeting ot the yea/
■s October 2 9 00 pm at Alumni Center Hope
to see ALL Ambassadors there Steering
Committee at 8 30
*" Attention University Ambassadors" ■
" Ohio Student Education Association •
Nert meeting Oct 7.9pm. H5EdB»dg
OSEA sponsors the Education Fair
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Wed Oct 2630pm
305 University Hal
Br.ngapen
APICS Joint mtg with Toledo Senior Chapter
Tue* Oct 8th at 5 45 pm
$7 OO dinner at Kaufman's at the Lodge
Signup and pay by Friday Oct 4th
n mgmt dept office
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA members Happy
Hours Friday, October 4 from 8-9 at S O P
Free pizza, drinks end door prizes ■ Be there1
Attention all student interested in
LEADERSHIP. FRIENDSHIP A SERVICE
ALPHA PHI OMEGA NATIONAL CO-ED SERVICE FRATERNITY invites you to our Rush information nights from 7-8 pm on
Oct 1 * Batchetder Activities Lounge
Oct 2 • Founders Gold Lounge
Oct 3 - Prout Main Lounge
Come and share the spirrt1
BGSU students needing internships, practicums. or volunteer placement lor Fail 1991
Spring or Summer 1992. are invited to meet
local service agency personnel on Wednesday.
September 4. from 6 30 pm • 7.30 pm at
United Chnstian Feeowship Center, corner
Ridge & Thurahn Streets Call Kay at
352-7534

Freshman Off Campus Umversrty Students
FOCUS
WiHmeetOct 2all 30
Room 400 Moseley Hall
"Be a part from the start"'
IRISH CLUB MEETING TONIGHT
9 00PM AT 114 B A
All students welcome1 Agenda elections, distribution of t-shirts and discussion of October's
activities McCann's Irish Oatmeal wll be raffled
off as a door prize' Thanks to the WeAness
Center lor their generous donation Any faculty
member wishing to be our advisor call Conor at
352-6186 We will have a oreat year together
don't oust, out'
^__
President and Advisor Handbooks are available
in the Office of Student Activities and Orientation. Room 405 Student Services Helpful information and resources are included to help
you become a more effective leader in your organization Stop by and p*cK one up while suppass last
REACH OUT
to the homeless
Come find out whet
Reach-Out

is about
Wednesday 9 30 p m
1 06 South Hall
SOLD Workshop-' Creative Ways to PubUcizt
your Events on Campus
Presenter Gardner McLean. Public Relations
Time 7 00 pm
Where Alumni Room. 3rd Floor Umversrt>
Umon
Reservations should be made by caDmc,
372-2843. Student Activities and Orientation
Free and open to all
Sport Management Albance Members
There is a meeting Thursday. Oct 3rd. 7 30
pm in the Taft Rm (Union) A Resume Workshop, the Resume Book, and future events wll
be discussed Come see what's happening

SERVICES OFFERED

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call354-HOPE

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program m France
Eamecr hrs -classesa/em English
Informational Meeting
Tuesday. Oct 6. 900 p m
At the French House
For more Information call
Or Chittte 372-8180/3722646

Alpha XI Delta bl Jenean Wisner
I'm so glad your mine1
Welcome to Xi best Family1
I love you UI
XiLove.
Your Big

ATTENTION GRAO STUOENTS
Due to the annual Male Review for chanty Orsd
Night al Uptown on Oct 2nd we* be canceled
Sorry for the inconvenience Grad discounts
are honored at Downtown as well Regular Grad
Night W* return Oct 9th
ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS
Due to the annual Male Review for chanty Grad
Night at Uptown on Oct 2nd wll be cancelled
Sorry lor the inconvenience Grad discounts
are honored at Downtown as wen Regular Grad
Night wit return Oct 9th

IRISH CLUB Meeting Tonight
9 00 pm at 1MB A
All students welcome' Agenda elections, distribution of T-shirts & discussion of October's
activities McCann's insh Oatmeal wll be raffled
off as a door prize1 Thanks to the Wedness
Center for their generous donation Any faculty
member wishing to be our advisor caH Conor at
352-6188 We wW have a great year togetherDon t miss out1
**"A»tn MIS Students'"
ASM Meeting 7 30 BA 110 Formal 10/2/91
Speaker
janelle Vickers-Owens Corning
Fiberglass
Subject International MIS. EFT and OCF
12 Step groups
For meeting times and locations.

Oaf 378-2130

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FLAG
FOOTBALL • APPLY BY OCTOBER 2. ICE
HOCKEY
APPLY BY SEPT 27 MANDA
TORY CLINIC FOR ALL SPORTS FILL OUT
APPLICATIONS IN 108 REC CENTER

GWM 40 traveling professional.will be visiting
BGToJ area mid Oct Have vaned talents a interests Looking tor like minded to maximize
local enjoyment Write before 10 8 to Pat.
CO LutMCk. 8221 Delongpre #14. West
Holt/wood. CA 90046 Photo welcome with
phone # can talk before I come
HSA Sweetest Day Raffle
Dinner for two at Olive Garden and tree iim
ousme nde from Jack's VIP bmo Service Tickets on sale in Union $ 1 each or 6 tickets for
$5 Sept30-Oct4

AOTT * AOTT ' AOTT ■ AOTT
Congratulations Brians Creech on your NMPC
I und raising office position We are proud ot
you1"
Jeni RyderCongrats it s about time you ana Jason admit
you're serious'
Love-Missy

ATTENTION FACULTY
Anyone interested in becoming a soronty or
fraternity academic advisors - please contact
BOB E. LEWS- 2-5128
CAROL METTS-2-2151
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES OUE
WOMEN'S
BOWUNG - OCT 15. COED DOUBLES RACQUETBALL - OCT 16. 4-PLAYER VOLLEYBALL • OCT 22. MEN'S a WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY • OCT 23 ENTRIES DUE IN 108
SRC BY 4 00 P M ON DUE DATE

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

JUNK

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2

RIZZO THURS. - SAT., OCT. 3-5

College Financial Help Scholarship Sources
SAT Preparation
Career Guidance
1 -800-727-22S6Eirt. 4376
LSAT * GRE ' GMAT
Before you take the test, cat the expert Local
classes forming now Kaplan Educational
Center Call for details 536-3701

CKICKICKI
Circle K wJI
meet Wednesday
October 2. 9pm
Ohio Suite
CKICKICKI

ALPHA ANGELS
Are having a formal Thurs. Oct. 3rd at 9 p m m
the Faculty Lounge at the Union (3rd floor). Al
that are interested are welcome Come and get
to know us on a personal level'

Recorder (the sweet Flute) for all' Openings for
beginners. Intermediate, advanced 353-3304.
W. Thurs Fn evenings

FMA MEETING
Wad . October 2nd
800 pm
McFal Assembly Room

PERSONALS
• •' Pi Phi U Kathy Strancar *' *
Tonight marks the beginn*>g o' a
tnednshlp so true
And you I find out
How much your big loves you
* • Love, Bsg ??? * *

Tired of Being a Face in
the Crowd?
Check out

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:00

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.:
Sunday:

Nooa 'til 2:30 a.m.

2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

+ Mini-Pitchers Every Dmy +

CATCH THE SPIRIT,
. of the BGSU
FALCONS

Winthrop Terrace
Apts
and be someone
Special!
Call

352-9135

SHOWDOWN!
BOWUIS BBSSI VS. CEITRAL MICBIDAI
flTVISir

1: a OP M

-

HUT

PIC LS

JUST PRESENT YOUR STUDENT I.D. AT THE GATE FOR ADMISSION.g«1

GO FALCONS!

continued on pg. 8
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PI Phi PI Phi PI Phi PI Phi
Julia Hran
Your b*o loves you'
Are you psyched lor tonight?
Guess who'
PI Phi PI Phi PI Phi PI Phi
Order you DiBenedetto t party
suba NOW (or the BGSU va. Central
Michigan game Saturday.
352-4B63

Pi Phi • Carne Redman ■ PI Phi
Tonight you win lind out.
Who those clues were an about*
I can't wait for you to see.
Who your (amity is going to be'
Love. Your Big

MISSY A K A Head.
Happy 21st Birthday my fnend1 May it be a
drunken one or I'm gonna knock the window
out1
I'm so jealous. Dead
PS Yea you can keep me magazme1

continued from pg. 7

Pi Phi " Lil Cofteen Flaherty ■ Pi Phi
Tonight's the night you'll know who I am
My name is not Susie or Salty or Sam
To find out who I am surely won't be a drag
Just come and find me. I'd be under my beg
Gel psyched tor tonight. I'm going to be*
Then we can go party. My bland Me1
rrrrm Love. Your Big rrrrm

PI KAPPA PHI ' PUSH ' PI KAPPA PHI
Puah Sorority Quarter Race
Begins Mon at 8 a m and ends Frt. 12 noon
Find out which Fraternity Is the strongest
Thursday night 9 pm at Hardbody a
PI KAPPA PHI * PUSH • PI KAPPA PHI

_

Loci
Camel on Was"
and
!'•» semubU-i I'oni HEIL
Love.

Pi Kappa Phi Male Review
at Uptown
Wed Oct 2 1991 9pm
Pi Kappa Phi Male Review

Hi
Uttte Whitney Jones
B4g Hunt is here at last
Today will pass Oy fast
And tonight your whole lamdy
Is ready lor a blast'
Love. Your Btg*"?

Hey Lil.
The hme is near
Tonight you'l find out
Who your big is
I know we'll make a great pair
Because there's so much we share
GetPsyched*
Love, Your Big ???

PI Kappa Phi Male Review
at Uptown
Wed Oct 2 1991 9pm
Pi Kappa Phi Male Review
Pi Kappa Phi Male Review
at Uptown
Wed Oct 2 1991 9pm
Pi Kappa Phi Male Review

KDKDKOKOKDKDKO
Ltl Knsty O
Hope you had a nappy B-day1
Love ■ Amy'
KOKDKDKDKDKOKD
BG PRO MEETING
When Wendesday OCTOBER 2 AT 0 PM
Wher? Room 203 West Hal
Why To learn about interview techniques end
resumes
Mark Tonman trom Funke Leutke Public Relations Firm will teach you what you need to
Know'

Pi Phi Ul Cynthia Pi Phi

Pi Phi Ld Tnsha Pi Phi
Carnabons are wine
Arrows are true
Your b*g loves you
Your grandbig does loo
See you tonight1
Love, your big?"

PI Phi PI Phi PI Phi
Lil Sarah-Get psyched to meet your Big tonight' Can't wait to see you'
Love. Big????
PI Phi Pi Phi Pi Phi
Pi Phi Pi Phi Pi Phi PI Phi
" Lil Heather Cassidy *
Get psyched lor Big/Little Hunt'
Love. Your Big
Pi Phi Pi Phi Pi Phi Pi Ph.

PUSH WEEK BEGINS
MONDAY AT B:00 A.M.

Big??
100 hours ol dedication
to helping the handicapped
PUSH t-shirts are on sale
lor only $7 at the Union Oval

MAC SHOWDOWN
FALCONS VS CENTRAL MICHIGAN
SAT 1 30 - PERRY FIELD
PI BETA PHI
Little Pam.
Are you confused about who I am?
The clues on your poster are an opposites
Get psyched* Love.
Your Big

PI KAPPA PHI * PUSH * PI KAPPA PHI
Pi Beta Phi I Luv my LI'
Johnm Calhoun
Gel psyched lor Big. Lil' Hunt
Love. Your 'Big"?'

Pi Beta Phi Karen Haag Pi Beta Phi
Roses are Red

Pi Beta Ph. Kristin Peck Pi Beta Phi
Tonight the search
Will come to an end
You'll find that your b«g
Is a friend of a fnend
Get excitied for Big/Lil hunt*
Your B>g loves you'

Violets are Blue
I have a lime.
And it's YOU
Guess who?1
Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi PI Beta Phi
PI Beta Phi ' Jen Smith • PI Beta Phi
My little is the most.
The best you'll lind from coast to coast
We are too cool
The Big Little team we do rule
Gel excited (or Big Hunt'
Your Big loves you'

Pi Beta Phi LITTLE RENEE Pi Beta Phi
I'm psyched your my little
You top as the rest
Get ready for Big Hunt
because Pi Phi is the
BEST.

Happy 22nd' Congratulations on making it over
the hill'
Love. "Geek"
MAC SHOWDOWN'
FALCONS VS. CENTRAL
SAT 1 30 PERRY FIELD
BE THEREI

Pi Beta Phi
Andrea Hdden. You're the Best
Cuz you're a Pi Phi. above the rest1
Tonight's the night you will see
What a great B-g and Little pair we can be
A couple more hours. I just can't wait
And you and I will celebrate

Love your big
Pi Beta Phi

Pi Phi • Ul Sheila Studor * Pi PM
A friendship like ours
Is bound to be true
Because were sisters for Me
Of the Wine and Silver Blue
Get psyched sweetie.
I love my little'
Pi Phi ' Lil' Jenine Marhn ■ Pi Phi
I love my little
She's awesome - it's true
We'll be the beet Big/Lil team
Of the Wine and Silver Blue'
Get excited* Love. Your Big???
Pi Phi Lil' Rebecca Utrats
To my RUe Rebecca, the hunt has begun
Tonight will be exciting and loaded with fun.
I can't wail 'tH this day comes to an end
Youl find not only a Big. but also a Iriend
Love your Big

HELP WANTED
$10 $400 Up WEEKLY. Maihng Brochures'
Set Own Hours* RUSH Self-Addressed Envelope
Income,
1660 Lakeside. Suite 301-CDE
Riviera. AZ 86442
ATTENTION* READERS NEEDED* $35,000
year income potential* Reeding books and T V.
scripts Call 1 601 388 8242 Ext R2593. 24
hours

Pi Phi Ul' Carrie Witte
A little Is someone who's special and dear.
our friendship is true and crystal clear
I'm so glad you are part ol my family tree.
No big is prouder or happier than me
Love your Big

Child care needed In my home Part-lime
Please call 353-3069 Leave message
EARN $2000 PLUS FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPSI
North America's number 1 Student Tour Operator Seeking motivated students organizations,
fraternities and sororities or campus representatives Promoting Cancun. Bahammas. and
Deytona' Call 1 -600-724 1555
Earn $2500 & Free Trips Seeing Spring Break
Packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Jamaica. Florida! Best Trips S Prices' Spring Break Travel
1-B00-838-67B6

ELECTRICIANS

APPRENTICESHIP OPPOR
TUNITV
( Men and Women )
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee will be accepting applications for apprenticeship from November 4,
1991 through November 19. 1991 Appiica
lions will be available at the Apprenticeship
Training Center. 803 Urne Cm/ Road. Ross
ford. Ohio (behind Local 8) on the hour from
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday through Friday if you are al least 18 years of age. have
successfully completed one year of high school
algebra or a post high school algebra course,
have a high school diploma or GEO and are m
good health, you Qualify to apply for said program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON
Recruitment, selection, employment and training ol apprentices is done without discrimination due to race religion, color, national origin
or sex

WANTED
Female non-smo*ung roommate to share 3-bedroom house Own room $ 106 per month & utikties Call Wendie or Amy 352-6625
Female non-smoking roommate needed Rent
S16000 All utilities included Cai 352-1258
A5 AP
Female roommate wanted. Close to campus
Sl75mo piuselectrk; Ca»352-1163

A

Open Monday - Friday 4 to 11 p.m.
Quantum 90 card accepted after 6:00
for on campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:00
for 95 + plan holder.

Z

Part A full time sales positions open Salary a
commissions Wfutehouse Pools and Spas.
Maumee 893-0351. ask for Rob.
Student to do yardwork CaM 352 8575

1987 Ford Mustang IX auto, cause, efec
door locks, sunroof, a more Must sacrifice •
n take over payments Call 352-6370
Cleveland Plain Dealer now available at Pills
V Packages. 111 Railroad St. BG
Dorm size fndge-works great $60 00 Portable
radio/cassette player w/mim BaW TV $65 00
Many cassette tapes available Call 352-8240
after 4pm
Foosball table Official size $50 686-3696
POSTERS: Soviet German, others
Free catalog Global Art.
P.O Box 20026. Dayton. OH 45420
Roierblades. size 10. blue with yellow

$65 Cai 693-5549
Stereo cabinet for sale • $30 Good condition
352 5936
Trek 1200 racing bike, very clean, lots ol
extras Call Kent 37? -6187
Two Vito clannets
352 4091

Easy work' Excellent pay' Taking Snap-shots
Send a S A S E to P Grunden. 6621 Stearns
Rd Bloomoale. OH44817

TKE ' TKE * TKE * TKE ' TKE ' TKE
Sean.
Congratulations on setting a new world record
at your boat race last weekend1 We'll have to
get together and celebrate'
Love, Laura
AOTT * AOTT * AOTT • AOTT • AOTT

Z

Make cash Wanted, part time sales people tor
progressive Hispanic Newspaper Cai La
Prensaal419 242 7744

19" Panasonic color TV - $50 or bvo Good
condition Cai or leave message 352-2312

Cash Problems?
Earn big money now* Direct mail reps neede d
immediately' NO special skills required A great
opportunity' For free details send a long
SASE to: American Merchandising Co..
3766 Flshcreek Rd Suite 302-D. Akron. OH
44224-5408

SUPERCOMICSALE
Save up to 70 percent on comics
YOUNGS NEWSSTAND
Oct 57-10pm

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break Packages
Good pay A fun CallCMM 800 423 5264

Business, Marketing, and
Communication Majors
Part-time help

•* •WANTED** *

SCHOLARSHIP HAS ITS
PRIVILEGES
on Oct 3 St 8 pm
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
1991 Greek Fall
Scholarship Desserts

FAST FUNDRAISER $ 1000 in one week
Greeks, clubs and motivated individuals
(800) 748-6817 Ext 50

FOR SALE

$8 00 to start Minimum 15 hours per week
Evenings and weekends open More hours may
be available NO telemarketing Training provkfed CaJHonnfo 1-5353636

Pi Phi Pi Phi Pi Phi
Ul Robyn Mills
Tonight you find out who your big is* Have you
figured >\ out yet?

2, 1991

BE ON T V. Many needed for commercials
Now hiring al ages For casting info call (615)
779-7111 Ext T-883

PI PN UT Heather Phvett Pi Phi
Tonight's the night you'll know my name, no
more guessing We're done with that game
Your family is anxious, we can hardly wait, so
come on over, don't hesitate
Love ■ Your Big

A

A

Z

A

Z

A

Z

Asking $350 each Call

FOR RENT

Apartments Available
' 2 bedroom unfurnished
' 2 bedroom furnished
Call John Newtove Real Estate
354-2260 or stop by
319 E Wooster
(across from Taco Bel)
rTesTiTy^aTned^nScIJm'a'pT Close toTampus
Call 1 -433-4474 collect after 5 pm
Needed' One female roommate to sublease lor
Spring semester Across from Fraternity row
Cai Amy at 352091 7. leave name a number
Needed 1 female to sublease apartment for
Spring Semester Aweseome apartment with
outside deck and double car garage Cai soon
3527500 Leave message
Roommates needed for mobile home close to
campus Cal(313)856-6197

A

Z

A

Z

A

Z

DELTA ZETA
would like to
congratulate our new initiates:

Cheryl Cage
Becky Barlow

372-6945
Located in the
University Union

The BG News "

One lemale roommate needed to sublease
apartment Can Lon at 353 3606

P. Ph. Meg Connety Pi Phi
Thanks lor being the best big ever
I love you
Love - L.I Dania

PI Phi * Lit' Molly • PI Phi
Tonight you find out who your big «.
but you claim that you already know
Be at the house and don't be late
I thmk you'll be supnsed as you go'
Love

PI KAPPA PHI * PUSH • PI KAPPA PHI

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

Your AZ

Cindy Hudec
Vanessa Stamper
Sisters love you!

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE:

Two days prior to publication. 4 pm
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES:

per ad are 70' per line $2 10 minimum
55' extra per ad for bold face
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

PREPAYMENT;

>s required lor all non-university related businesses and individuals

NC/TIOfc:

The BG News wil not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediattey if there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1" or 2" ads

A

Z

A

Z

A

A

Z

Z

A

Z

A

Z

$6 25 per insertion
Si2 45 per insertion

1" (8 kne maximum)
2" (16 line maximum)

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this pokey is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

by J.A. Holmgren

5:15

-//\> Mtu, I HMf Fa>"P Arv
TO fttip >W nfBWIWfJ KAMI
feA C** /WSUAL few...

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (print)
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

PHONE #

(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY bow you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.
■by Tom Hanicak

Hardy Buber-

Classification m wf»cn you *«n your ad to appear:

Campus » City Events"

Wanted

Loet end Found

Help wanted

Rldee

ForSeto

Services Ottered

For Rent

Personals

f APT HtSTBhAN 4*lBy tSSSl TiWiva 1
Pctf iKrro »vt CA1[% *r LASCAI&K *>M
I »o^s or ms IMLIIV c»*i
■ wen

?,.♦*

' First day. St 00 service charge only •• emit 35 worde for a non-prom event or meeting. Subsequent days are charged at regular
classified rates

Dates to appear

Total number of days to appear

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
Tin BG News
214 West Hall
BOSU
BowUno Green. Onto 43403
(checks payable fo The BG News)
Phone: 372-2(01
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FOCUS Magazine
Staff

Editor's note...

Editor
Jacqueline Porter

What do you want to do with
your life?
I wanna ROCK!!'.
-Twisted Sister
Remember that? When was
that made, a million years ago or
so? Back then it was just a song
with a simple answer. We were
all kids who just sang the words
without a care in the world. Now
it's a serious question that's been
asked a thousand times by the
most important people in your
life. Now the question doesn't
have a simple answer.
In fact, sometimes it doesn't
have an answer at all.
Which is actually quite depressing if you think about it.
Oh well...
Anyways, that's the reason why
we all collectively made the decision to attend this particular

Contributing Writers
Doug Baker
Eileen Brady
Lynn Dieter
Marie Dunn
Chris Hawley
Kimberly Larson
Kirk Pavelich
Morrelta Raleigh
J.J. Thompson
Sherry Turco
Greg Watson
Photographers
Jay Muraock
Mark DeckarO
Inger Rasmussen
Greg Horvath
John Potter
Production Supervisors
Bill Burgess
Brian Green

University — to try to find the answer to this burning question — at
least that's we told our parents.
This particular issue of Focus
is about finding some answers to
this question. It takes a look at
job options, and what the prospects are for the future. It also
gives advice on what to get involved with while you're on campus that can not only pad your resume, but can actually give you
some practical experience as
weU.
Speaking of resumes, this issue
also tells how to get in touch with
tips to make your dossier a
document of success.
We also get in touch with the
University offices that will help
you the most in your job search —
the Placement Office and the Cooperative Education Office. They

give tips from the perfect interview outfit to how to sell yourself
the right way to a prospective
employer.
Find out what are the hottest
careers today, and also what careers are starting to fizzle out.
Focus fills you on what's happening all over the country. Law
students compete for acceptance
at schools that are lowering their
acceptance of applicants. The
lowering economy is hurting job
prospects, and a California employment anti-discrimination
veto causes an uproar in the gay
community.
We hope this answers some of
those burning questions, and
helps you get on the track to success.

Advertising Manager
Jan Stubbs
Business Manager
Barb Miller
Adviser
Robert Bortel

Bowling Green
MIS and Computer Science
degree candidates...

What's inside ...

Society Information Technology Reruiters will be conducting
interviews on Wednesday & Thursday, October 30 & 31.

Job experience through coops
Expert resumes

3
3

POTC building careers
Networking key to employment

. 4
. 4

Economy results in less jobs
5
International business runs to the border . 5
Finance majors are in the red
Placement Office helps student

. 7
. 7

Law students battle for schools

8
. 8

Interview skills advice
Largest merger in Ohio
Oos and Dont's of career dressing
Veto causes gay protest
Hottest careers and majors
American kids fall short on grades
Special thanks to
the Placement Office
for their help

m
. 11
1?
.14
14

A group of staff members will be available during a SPOTUQHT
SESSION to answer questions about Society Corporation and its
Infomiation Technology Group.
Please join us for this informal gathering on Tuesday, October 29, at
7:00 pm at the Placement Services Center.

CORPORATION
Society Corporation's Management, located in downtown Cleveland, has entry
level openings for Programmer/Analysts and offers:
• diverse challenging opportunities,
• a progressive, varied technological environment
• competitive salaries, and
• aa extensive benefit package.

Society is a 140 year old, $16 billion regional bank holding company known for its
strong financial posture and aggressive growth and deployment of information
technology. Society places emphasis on:
• attracting and training quality enployees,
• providing continual training A edacation, and
• plaaaing career paths/advaaceneal.
I'ot ntorr tntutniation trxit.m
m.Hiiniitlitm in.nhn.iUH SiMwiy Muuinrnuiin om/M/iv
J<)jr, Otu.ino. Sixth lkx». t trvcbuxl. l)hk> 44115
" Th. Bonk Th«t SpnclaJIxM In You. "
Visit Society's Display At Th* Cortar lap©, October Sth.
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Co-op program offers experience
by Sherry Turco
contributing writer

Students looking for spring and
summer jobs to give them sunnier career opportunities can find
them at the University's cooperative education program.
Companies are currently looking for computer science, management, accounting and mar-

keting majors to take part in coops, said program director Bruce
Smith.
The program is designed to
contact potential employers that
hire University students looking
for experience in their major and
arrange the interviews. The program also helps students prepare
resumes and improve interviewing skills.
This is an important part of

our co-op program, because
interviewing skills play a big part
in how a employer sees an applicant," Smith said.
Students can enroll in one-hour
sessions by contacting the co-op
office. These sessions also include how students can find jobs
in their hometowns.
"Often employers decline being
part of the program because they
only want students from their

own hometown," Smith said. "We
help the students go out and find
the businesses that are hiring
local students."
When students recieve positions with the co-op program they
are given full-time status at the
University, although they receive
no grades for taking part in the
program. This helps students
keep scholarships and benefits
they would normally get as a full-

time student.
Computer science majors are
encouraged to take part in the coop program by offering extra incentives to their students, said
Mohammed Dadfar, director of
the computer science co-op department.
"We offer an incentive of three
credit hours per semester," DadD See CO-OP, page 5.

Resumes help get
foot in the door to
future adventures
by Eileen Brady
contributing writer
There is no second chance to make a first impression.
In the search for a job, a resume is the first impression employers
will have about applicants. A resume should be formulated carefully
and be visually attractive.
Contrary to a popular misconception, most resumes are not quickly
glanced at if the position was advertised.
"One of our recommended job searches is to send resumes to organizations that may have openings," JoAnn Kroll, director of the University Placement Services said. These resumes are called "unsolicited resumes."
Kroll said large organizations which receive several hundred unsolicited resumes will quickly scan them but resumes for advertised positions will be more carefully reviewed.
There are numerous resume-writing handbooks available at the
bookstores and the library. Placement Services also offers a careersearch manual that helps develop the content of a resume and gives
examples of several resume formats.
Seniors, graduate students and alumni may register with University Placement Services by using a computer software package called
Resume Expert. The package is $12.50 and charged to the bursar account. Resume Expert asks specific questions about career objectives
and experience then organizes the answers and designs a customized
Placement data sheet or resume.
Chris Jaroszewicz, senior marketing/international business major,
said she only used Resume Expert because she had to in order to register with Placement Services and before signing up for interviews
through the University.
"I had my own resume and I had to buy this package so I could get
into Job Placement," she said. Jaroszewicz has needed an ongoing resume all four years of college so she just periodically updates it.
"If you don't have a resume, Resume Expert really helps you
through,'' she said.
The resume as a whole should be visually attractive, with no typographical or grammatical errors. Students sometimes get carried
away with using too many different fonts, Kroll said. She recommends
Printing final resumes on white, off-white, beige or gray linen paper,
leeks in parchment paper sometimes show through the printng, giving it a "muddy" appearance.
What's most important is what's written on the paper," Kroll said.
Descriptions of activities or experience should begin with action
verbs. Results or outcome of the action should also be listed.
Although it's hard to make waiting tables or pumping gas appealing, all work experience is valuable to employers, according to Kroll.
Information that is illegal for an employer to request should not be
included on a resume. This information, such as age, race or marital
status, is not only unncessary, it may make the people reading the resume uncomfortable.
Lying on a resume is also a bad idea because employers will "absolutely' see through the lies, Kroll said. If it is ever discovered that an
employee blatently lied on the resume, it is grounds for termination.
"It's not worth the risk," Kroll said. Some graduates lie about their
GPA, a fact that can be easily checked.
Kroll said University students are generally good at writing resumes but are less experienced with job-search correspondence.
There are two books specifically about writing cover letters, which
are necessary when sending an unsolicited resume, available in the
Career Resource Center, Student Services Room 300.

Tour 65 campuses
in 3 hours
at the MBA Forums.
Imagine a place with faculty and admissions and financial aid officers from more than 65
graduate management schools. It's the MBA Forums.
Come explore entrance requirements, courses of study, financial aid. and the GMAT. Take
in one-hour workshops on admissions and careers. Stop by workshops on executive MBA
programs and doctoral programs.
Pick up The Official Guide for GMAT Review. The Official Guide to MBA Programs, and
The Official Software for GMAT Review — at special prices.
The Forums are held Friday and Saturday. Daily admission fee of $5 includes all activities
and is payable at the door.

1991 Regional MBA Forums Schedule
School Exhibits: Friday 2:00-8:00 and Saturday 10:00-4:00
City
Cincinnati

Address
Cincinnati Convention Center
525 Elm Street

Dates
October 4-5

Detroit

Westin Hotel
Renaissance Center

November 15-16

Area schools represented Include:
Akron
Bowling Green
John Carroll Case Western Reserve
Ohio State
Cincinnati
Cleveland State Ohio University
Dayton
Wright State
Miami
Toledo
Kentucky
Indiana
Purdue
Kent
Xavler
Northern Kentucky
Notre Dame
And many other universities throughout the country
For further Information contact: Graduate Sudlet In Business 369 BA 372-2488
GMAC National Dircci™ o( MBA Fimiim. PO Box 6106. Princeton. NJ 085416106
800 517 7982 I in New Jersey. 60>).24>.8J75>

[MBA1
The only forums sponsored by Graduate Management Admission Council

Leadership and
involvement key
to "networking'
by Chris Hawley
contributing writer

Now is the time to prepare for
internships and jobs, and according to career counselors — networking is the way to do it.
Director of cooperative education Dave Stanford said students
seeking job experience must act
no later than Dec. 1 to secure
summer internships in their field
or major. The key to landing internships, Stanford said, is to
center job-hunting strategies on
developing contacts and seeking
out employers.

national organizations and attend
meetings, group social events,
and conferences regularly to
make connections. Introduce
yourself to everyone, especially
officers, and collect business
cards. Talk to guest speakers and
contact them soon after meetings
to discuss their presentations.
■ File an application and resume with the University's Cooperative Education Office. The Coop Office can do much of the work
of job-hunting for you, said Stanford. Employers regularly contact the office to find prospective
interns, and Co-op workers do
much of the follow-up work in-

rocus Mogaiin. Photogroph/G<eg Havatn < « You'd be surpri se d how many [ employers ]

ask personal questions about students and

ROTC prepares students SW5
for future job prospects

ormance.

—Cooperative Education Director Dave Stanford,
on student abilities

by J..I. Thompson
contributing writer

Students don't need to wear
combat boots for the rest of their
lives to appreciate what the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps
can teach them.
ROTC helps students develop
leadership styles and administrative skills, which can benefit
them in or out of the military.
"It teaches you to exceed limi-

tations and puts you in the forefront with dealing with people,"
said Eck Harris, Commandant of
Cadets.
During the four-year program,
Harris said ROTC students are
sent to basic and advanced
camps which emphasize certain
skills. Basic camps develop selfconfidence through drills and advanced camps give hands-on
leadership experience.
"Cadets go to advanced camps

BANKEONE

Member FDIC

BANK ONE, DAYTON, NA

Dayton, Ohio

Will be on campus recruiting for our
Retail Management Development Program
and
Commercial Credit Training Program
Campus dates:
Thursday, October 31
(December Grads)
Thursday, February 13
(May Grads)
Contact your placement office for more details
An Equal Opportunity Employer

where they're leading 40 to SO
men a day through a given mission," Harris said.
Because the ROTC program
begins when students are freshmen or sophomores, Harris said
they gain a competitive edge over
other college students.
"They start at such an early
point," he said. "They're in
charge, actively pursuing, polishing and refining.
ROTC also helps students ensure they will graduate on time,
Harris said, by providing them
with an additional academic
counselor. The ROTC counselor
double-checks student course
schedules to make sure they have
taken the classes they need to
graduate.
Students should begin the
classes during their freshman
year, but Harris said there is a
special program for students who
enter ROTC as sophomores.
These students are sent to Camp
Challenge, a six week boot camp
at Fort Knox, which teaches them
everything they missed during
the first year.
Once in the program, students
begin with Military Science 101

"It should be planned now."
Stanford said. "If students don't,
they're going to hurt."
Students must be aggressive
and alert to opportunities to make
connections, Stanford said. Program speakers, professional organizations, faculty members, internship guides, and faculty
members can all help smooth a
student's way into the working
world. Stanford offered students
these tips on finding the "inside
track" to employment experience:

■ Get involved in clubs and
student organizations related to
your field on campus; seek them
out and get yourself noticed —
? refer-ably in an elected position,
nvolvment in a student organization looks good on a resume — but
remember employers want
leaders, not followers.
"Membership rates high,"
Stanford said, "But employers
want to know what role you
played in the organization."
■ Become a member of "adult"
associations.
"The game today is networking," Stanford said. "You've got
to get with the professionals."
It is important to join state and
U See ROTC, page 12.

G-N Distributing, the largest operator of
McDonald's restaurants in Cleveland is seeking
individuals to enter its world-renowned training
program.
All positions require a desire to succeed, high
energy level and the ability to relocate to the
,» ~
Cleveland area.
/.V\_ Training includes all aspects of restaurant
'**"*"
management.
For more information, visit us at EXPO 1991
between 2:30-6:oop.m.

eluding distributing resumes and
scheduling interviews.
Even if an employer is not hiring, the Co-op Office can offer
interview tips, provide names
and connections for future jobseeking, and help students with
writing and polishing resumes.
■ Look into working at a volunteer organization. Political associations, religious groups, and
large service organizations like
Red Cross need workers in almost every field and can provide
valuable connections.
"Non-profit organizations are
always looking for help, and often
they'll give you the big projects,"
Stanford said. He added that it is
often easier to meet the people at
the top of volunteer organizations
than in businesses.
■ Get to know your instructors
well. College professors are
highly regarded in their fields,
and employers often contact
them when looking for prospective employees. But professors
must know more than your
classwork, said Stanford.
"You'd be surprised how many
[employers] ask personal questions about students and their
performance," Stanford said.
Faculty should be able to vouch
for students' character, ability,
and ambition — so drop by teachers' offices and get to know them
on a personal basis.
■ Use past experience and connections to build more. When introducing yourself, follow your
name by what you have done and
what you are interested in accomplishing.
Assemble and present proof of
all you have done: be able to show
projects you have put together,
D See NETWORK, page 11.
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Business students Economy plummets:
take world cruise
to 'major' places Job chances lessened
by Martin Cmtsinger

by Kimberly 1 .arson
contributing writer

With the recession hitting
Americans in the wallet, the first
reaction may be to run — to another country. This can be a
reasonable alternative if you
major in international business.
"International business provides an awareness of foreign
countries and how they are related to each other economically," said Charles Chittle, professor of economics and adviser for
international business.
"Due to the improvement of
transportation ana communication, the world is, in a way,
shrinking and is becoming more
and more interdependent upon
one another," Chittle said. "This,
and the fact that countries are
trading and investing more in
each other is making international business more important than
before."
Students are realizing this importance and becoming more
aware of the field of international
business, but still many students
do not know much about the field.
"Within the major of international business, students are required to study three courses in
one specific area of business,"
Chittle said. "This basis of concentration is generally what
lands a person their first job."
Chittle went on to say that students are encouraged to take
electives that relate directly
toward international business.
"I know there are some politi-

CO-OP
I i Continued from page 3.
far said. "Fifty percent of our
students take co-ops, and it is a
great help to them in finding a job
after graduation."
The program also sends evaluations to employers, which are
then given to students to attach to
their resumes.
"This often looks better to employers than letters of recommendation from professors,"
Smith said.
The co-op program has been in
operation since the fall 1975.
Last year at the University, 760
placement students made $2.5
million during the regular school
year.
Smith added that students
should not limit their job search
for the summer months.
"The co-ops are not for summer only," Smith said. "To a certain extent they are easier to get
during the school year."

Give blood.

The Associated Press

cal science courses and history
courses that are internationally
oriented, and would help these
students out greatly," Chittle
said.
Along with these courses, students majoring in international
business are encouraged to take a
foreign language and study
abroad so that they may experience foreign culture directly, he
said.
Although this field seems to be
the career of the future, it is not
that easy to find a job.
"Most people find out that entry level jobs are very scarce,
and very rarely are people hired
to start in one right a way unless
they are very persistent," Chittle
said.
However, Chittle made it clear
that most students that graduate
in the field of international business seem to find jobs fairly
quickly when the country is not
involved in a recession.
"Some countries right now are
experiencing economic difficulties, and others are not," Chittle
said. "The recession seems to
have hit the Anglo-Saxon countries, such as England and the
United States, but countries like
Germany, Japan, and South
Korea have strong economies
right now."
Chittle said,"Although the
United States is definitely involved in a recession, we are currently in the process of recovering.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. economy
shrank at an annual rate of 0.5 percent in the
spring, an even weaker performance than previously thought, the government said todav.
The new estimate for the gross national product meant that the country's total output of
goods and services has fallen for three consecutive quarters. The drop-off in the April-June
period was revised down from a previously estimated 0.1 percent decline.
Private economists had expected that the
government's final look at second quarter GNP

would show a weaker economy, buth they had
not expected the drop to be as large as 0.5 percent.
However, private economists said that the rebound may be so weak that growth could falter
again either in the fourth quarter or early next
year, handing President Bush a "double dip"
recession during the 1992 presidential election
year.
Even those analysts who are not forecasting
another slump believe that the current recovery
will be the weakest on record given a variety of
Broblems facing the economy, from strains on
le financial system to confining layoffs in
many industries.

THE MOST IMPORTANT
CAREER STEP YOU
EVER TA(E MAY
START IN SENEGAL

n See OVERSEAS, page 11.
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Or in any of over 70 developing
countries in Asia. Africa. Lalin America.
or Central Europe. Your first job after
graduation should offer more than just a
paycheck. In the Peace Corps, you'll
broaden your world view and your
horizons for the future. You'll learn a new
language... live in a different culture...
develop professional skills.. and meet
challenges far greater than those you might
be offered in a starting position in the U.S.
Peace Corps is looking for people
from many disciplines— education, health,
the environment, agriculture, community
Information Table
October 7 (ALL DAY)
Studenl Union
1-800-521-8686

development, engineering, the sciences,
and more. With a degree or experience in
these fields, you may find that Peace
Corps will be able to use your skills like
no other employer you're considering.
And equip you with the
type of experience
valued by international firms,
^%,
govern men I
agencies, and
private industry
and graduate
school programs.
Film & Information Session
October 7
Noon & 7 p.m.
Student Union
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very
satisfying
to know you're
in the right place.
The hospital you choose now can set the tone for your entire career. So you look for a match between your priorities and the hospital's ... a concern for treating patients and their families in
ways that are personal, helpful, concerned with their
well being.

%M

You also look at the way the hospital treats
its employees. Does it offer individualized
professional development, a program like
our Performance Based Development
System? Support for career advancement
within clinical practice, like our Clinical
Advancement Program? Formal programs in clinical specialties, like our Oncology, Critical
Care and Intermediate Care Fellowships? Does it address issues that matter to today's
nurse, like flexible scheduling, on-site child care, a tuition assistance plan, relocation assistance?
Look at Riverside Methodist Hospitals, Ohio's excellent 1,000-bed regional referral center: you'll know
you've found the right hospital. And then look at Columbus: Ohio's capital is an exciting and rewarding place to live and work. We encourage you to call
T-\
|
Nurse Recruitment COLLECT at (614) 261-5165.
I\[\/Fl\nl)r
Of send us y°ur resume to the address below.

'JVEFSIDE
K METHODIST

Riverside promotes the hiring
of service-oriented Individuals
who are nonsmokers

i WJOSPITAIS

3535 Olentangy River Rd • Columbus. OH 43214

a U.S. Health affiliate
,/

An Equal Opportunity Employe' MlF/H V
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Merging cause of
decreasing need
of finance majors
by Kirk Pavelicb
contributing writer

FOCUS Mogailn* Ptio»oorapli/.ohn PoHe<
Baldemar Balasquez, president of the Farm Labor Organizing Committee discusses issues with
University senior Tim Strauss. Balasquez works for the improved treatment of migrant farm
workers.

Office "places" students
by Marie Dunn
contributing writer

For some of you seniors, it's
almost graduation time. Have
you found that career you've been
studying so hard for? Are you
having trouble with your resume? Are you wondering about
that first interview?
The University Placement Office and its services can help. The
service is a career development
center open to seniors, graduate
students and alumni of any
major. According to Amy Whiteford, assistant director and
placement liaison for business
and technology, the goal of the
placement center is to give students the knowledge to find a job
search strategy.
The Placement Office developed its services and proSrams a few years ago when
oAnn Kroll, Placement Services
Director and placement liaison
for the college of arts and sciences, felt there was a need for a
more thourough approach to the
job hunt.
"I felt that University students
needed to learn the skills, competencies, and atitudes to present
themselves as professionally as a
job advocate on paper and in person," she said. "University students need to learn how to tap the
hidden job markets and utilize
various strategies to conduct an
assertive job hunting campaign."
The University Placement Office aids students in a variety of
ways.
One option is individual counseling appointments, where stu-

dents can discuss any aspect of
their career search with a placement counselor.
Another is the registration process, which qualifies students for
on-campus interviews, job referrals, mock interview training,
job vacancy listings, graduate
student and alumni placement
services, career resources, and
the Falcon Career Connection,
which helps a student find jobs
anywhere in the United States.
Through all of these programs,
the student learns about how to
search for and obtain a job. Students are also made aware of
other postgraduation options,
such as non-profit jobs and graduate school.
The placement office offers
workshops and seminars for the
students registered in the pro-

gram. These workshops cover resume writing, interview and job
hunting techniques and job guidelines. During the seminars, the
students can listen to professionals familiar with the tasks invovled in job hunting and receive advice from them.
Placement services also holds
career fairs during the year,
where employers looking for employees talk with students.
Students who go through the
placement program also have a
chance to meet with on campus
recruiters representing business
and industries, non-profit organizations, government agencies
and schoolsystems.
The University Placement Office is one of the most recognized
[ ] See PLACEMENT, page 10.

The recent trend in bank consolidation has dampened the job
outlook for aspiring finance
majors, according to the University's department chair.
Associate professor of finance
Paul Mueller said this merging of
bank corporations, not the Failure
of many savings and loans associations, is responsible for the decrease in the number of available
jobs.
"You don't have any failures up
here and if you do you end up with
another bank taking it over," he
said. "What it's doing is cutting a
lot of [the banks] overhead by
laying people off. By the time it
works out. there's going to be a
lot of jobs lost there.
Finance majors have basically
four available areas in which to
excel. They include the banking
industry, manufacturing operations, investment, and insurance.
Mueller said three of the four are
still profitable areas to enter, as
of now.
"The only one that's been hurt,
is the banking industry," he said.
"However, what we're seeing in
the banking industry is eventually going to work its way into the

insurance industry."
Economics Professor Leo Navin said another threat to the job
outlook could be the influx of economics majors into areas once
reserved for finance students.
"You can look for economists
being hired as finance people in
terms of various types of financial institutions.
he said.
"They're hired [because of a
knowledge] in forecasting current credit capital markets and
evaluating what's going on in the
economy.
Navin said a current outlet for
finance students is through
brokerage firm jobs.
"By hiring them in brokerage
firms, they will do analysis of
specific market movements," he
said. "Also they'll look at the
equities market, which includes
the behavior of the stock market."
As of 1990, salary for entry level
finance positions hovered around
the mid $20,000 range. With the
current state of the economy,
Mueller does not expect the figure to increase anytime soon.
"With this [current] recession,
I don't think [the starting salary ]
is going to go up," he said. "Demand and supply influence value
and the demand has not
changed."
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LEGAL EAGLES FLY:

Law students nationwide fight it out for top spots

by Morrella Raleigh
contributing writer

More than half of law school
applicants are being turned down
due to record increases. This has
caused a wave of discussion
among school officials and students alike.
For this year, 94,000 applicants
competed for 44,000 available
spots at the nation's 176 schools
approved by the American Bar
Association, according to Law
School Admissions Services in
Newton, Pa.
"There is a greater number of
applicants and the credintals of
those students have gotten better," according to Charlene Carpenter, assistant director of law
school admissions at the Univer-

sity of Cincinnati. "It's a national
trend."
University senior Melissa
Green is applying to ten different
law schools and she said the statistics make her "a little bit nervous."
"It makes me realize how
much harder I have to work," she
said.
Reasons for the increased
number of applicants are purely
speculative.
"The implications of the recession and the tight job market,
popular television programs
about lawyers end student's desire to acquire professional education all may be combining to
produce the record numbers of

applicants," said Jana Cardoza,
coordinator of public affairs for
the Law School Admissions Services.
The number of law school applicants has almost doubled in the
past five years at U.C., Carpenter
said.
As with most schools, Carpenter said U.C.is still accepting the
same number of applicants -135.
Carpenter agreed. She said
U.C. students seem to be staying
in school longer because of the
poor job market and many people
are interested in law school because "The L.A. Syndrome," a
term used to describe the increase in the popularity of lawyers because of the television
show, "L.A. Law."

NEVER ANY SECOND CHANCES:
Good interview skills can make a vital difference in the hunt for jobs
by Greg Watson
contributing writer
THE JOB INTERVIEW-

FOCUS Mogailne Photograph/Jo* Murdoch

Wood County prosecuting attorney Alan Mayberry discusses
several issues.
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"Be honest about what you are looking for.
Pay attention to what your duties will be and
what you will do. They might be the big
person on campus — but they will be in
training when they start working."
—Joanne Kroll, director of Univerisity Placement
Services

case one:
The hopeful employee shows up
at the interview 10 minutes late
and is dressed in a rumpled button shirt — the first two buttons
undone—and tennis shoes.
Interviewee: Hey dude, I'm
Butch Cheesehead. I'm here for
the job interview.
Interviewer: Ah, yes, Mr. and polished shoes.
Interviewee: Hello, Mr. Wilson
Cheesehead. For what Job.
Interviewee: I dunno. Oh, wait. [grasps hand firmly], my name
Something about accounting, I is Samuel Allex. I am here to discuss the accounting position at
think.
Interviewer: Ah, yes. My name your firm.
is Allen Wilson. I am the superviThe interview proceeds for 30
sor of the accounting department. minutes. At first, it seems Allex
Interviewee: Hey, Al howzit- will not get the position he wants,
but by answering all of the quesgoin.
The interview proceeds for six tions intelligently, directly and
minutes, when Cheesehead rea- showing an interest in what Willizes he is probably not going to son says, he "persuades" the
interviewer to give him job.
Sthe job. He starts mumbling
the answers and scratching
The above may seem outlanhis armpits. The end of the interview nears.
dish, but sometimes people do enInterviewer: Well, Mr. ter job interviews not knowing
Cheesehead, we will be getting in how they should act, what they
should do or anything about the
touch with you soon.
Interviewee: Uh-huh. Yeah. company.
One of the most important —
Right.
but least thought of — aspects of
the job interview is the set-up,
THE JOB INTERVIEW—
said Joanne Kroll, director of
case two:
The hopeful employee shows up University Placement Services.
at the office 15 minutes before the
The three parts of the preinterview and is dressed in a dark interviewing process, Kroll said,
suit, neatly ironed white shirt, tie are self-preparation, understand-
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ing the particular field and industry and knowing the organization and employer.
During the self-preparation
stage, Kroll said, the student
should analyze their education,
experience, skills and abilities."
The student should know what
they are interested in doing and
what they would like to do in the
not so distant future, Kroll said.
"The student should know what
they want to do and how their education is related for the possition," she added.
Students should also be f amilar
with their different skills, such as
how well they can do the job, how
transferable their skills are between jobs and how well they
manage themselves, Kroll said.
Before going into the interview,
the student should also understand the field of work they are
entering, Kroll said.
The student should know what
kinds of openings are available in
the field, what kind of people are
getting the jobs, and what are
some of the latest changes the industry is undergoing, she said.
"The student should know the
trends of the field," Kroll added.
Knowing information about the
potential employer is also important, Kroll said.
Financial summaries are
available from all companies,
Kroll said, plus larger corporations have recruiting pampnlets
available, which describe the job
and the company.
Many students are under stress
D See INTERVIEW, page 11.
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fat*ffav&fpirtied
You're about to finish several years of
studying,"sweating" and training. Spending nights cramming and long days working toward your goal. Doing everything
you can to prepare yourself for your
chosen profession.
At MetroHealth St. Luke's Medical
Center in Cleveland, Ohio you'll have everything you need to succeed. You'll recieve an in-depth orientation, a chance to
specialize, and opportunities for continuing education and tuition assistance.
At our 474-bed teaching and research
medical center you'll find a nursing environment designed to let you reach your
highest level of nursing excellence. With

our affiliation with the Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine, you
will always be at the leading edge.
Cleveland area living offers ample opportunity to round out your personal life
with nightlife, professional sports, exceptional recreational resources and some of
America's most renowned cultural programs.
Come to MetroHealth . Here you can become the nurse you've worked so hard to
be. For more information please return
the coupon or call Mr. Lew Gibson,R.N.,
Nurse Recruitment at216-368-7456 Collect.

MetroHealth Saint Luke's Medical Center
11311 Shaker Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44104
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Mail To:
Lew Gioson, l?N • Nurse Recruitment
MetroHealth St Luke's Medical Center
11311 Shaker Blvd • Cleveland, Ohio 44104
Please send me lurlher information regarding your career opportunities lor upcoming gtads
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Address .
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Zip

College
Area ol Interest .

Available to Begin
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P.S.For those of you not yet graduating, MetroHealth St. Luke's Medical
Center has a scholarship program for juniors and seniors in nursing.
Let us know if you're interested.
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PLACEMENT
i Continued from page 7.
"We need to provide time with
Appointments to utilize placeplacement offices in the country. the students because sometimes ment services programs must be
According to Whiteford, the they need individual attention," made in person at the University
counselors have commitment.
she said.
Placement Office.

FIND YOUR
LADDER TO
SUCCESS
During Career
Week The
University Bookstore
will have materials
to help you with:
*

Resumes
Cover
Letters
*
Interviewing
Overseas
Employment
*
Summer
Jobs
And much more!

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Mon.-Thurt.
Fri.
Sat.
un.

8:OOam - 6:00pm
8:00am ■ 5:00pm
9:00am - 5:00pm
CLOSED
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Singing like a maniac
Natalie Merchant of 10,000 Maniacs sings her heart out during
her fall '91 concert at the University's Anderson Arena.

Firms fuse to make
a large 'investment'
CINCINNATI (AP) -Gradison
& Co. of Cincinnati and McDonald
& Co. Investments Inc. of Cleveland expect to receive shareholder approval Friday of their
planned merger that day, a Gradison executive said Monday.
The merger would create
Ohio's largest independent
brokerage firm, said Donald
Weston, Gradison's chairman
and chief executive officer.
The merger had been scheduled to take effect Monday, but a
longer than expected review by
the federal Securities and
Exchange Commission delayed
the effective date until this Fri-

day, Weston said.
"There's no stumbling block or
anything. It's just a technical
problem," he said from his Cincinnati office.
Shareholder meetings are
scheduled Friday at Gradison in
Cincinnati and at McDonald in
Cleveland. Weston said the SEC
has approved the merger conditioned on shareholder approval,
and he said he expects approval
from state regulators as well.
Gradison will continue operating under its name but will be
identified as a division of McDon□ See MERGER, page 12.

APPLY NOW FOR THE BGSU
MODEL UNITED NATIONS PROGRAM!
Join the award-winning

BGSU Model UN team!
Travel to Mew York City

April 13-19, 1992!
Study current international
issues!
Earn three optional
political science credits!

CONTACT DR. KEN STILES
111 WILLIAMS HALL. 372-7270
APPLICATIONS DUE OCTOBER 15, 1991
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INTERVIEW ATTIRE:
Daring duds don't do during interview
by Lynn Dieter
contributing writer

As if the nervous anticipation of
a crucial interview isn't enough,
students today are often faced
with the dilemma of how to dress
for the all-important meeting.
The University Placement Office can help solve this fashion
crisis. The office offers advice
through seminars held at the begining of each semester, and
gives suggestions for a great
overall interview.
The office also holds mock
interviews in with real interviewtype atmospheres. After the
interview, staff members evaluate a student's performance, including all the musts"for a suc-

cessful appearance.

Help and tips on how to dress
for success can also be obtained
from Bowling Green's local merchants.
Amy McGuinn, third key group
manager of Elder Beerman said
the traditional black, blue or grey
suit is always the best bet, either
single or double breasted.
She also suggested that men
stick to a conservative to semiconservative tie, depending on
the position in question.
"Traditional dress is best because you are only trying for the
job, you don't already have it,"
McGuinn said.
A spokeswoman at Uhlman's
agreed with the traditional dress
but added a few tips. She stressed
keeping all accessories to a min-

imum and also warned against
flashy jewlry, strong colonge or
perfume and colored hosiery.
Most importantly, she advised,
"always have a hand ready to
shake."
Former and fellow students
who have been through the interview process are also a good resource for fashion advice.
University student Matt Kluding, who is also employed at
Marathon Oil as a computer
systems analyst/programmer
agreed how you dress can make
an matter.
He advised interviewees to
"definitely go conservative, try
not to borrow a suit that doesn t
fit because it implies inexperiance, and never wear white
socks!"

INTERVIEW
Continued from page 8.
during the actual interview, Kroll
said, so they should practice as
much as possible interviewing
techniques — maybe even try
some relaxation exercises.
It is also important to try on
what you will wear before the
interview to get a feel of the clothing and know what changes may
need to be made, she said.
The clothing should be laid out
the night before, Kroll said plus
the attire should look "crisp, so
the interviewee looks fresh, and
relatively conservative.
The student should also get
plenty of rest before the interview
and eat a good breakfast the
morning of the interview, Kroll
added.
"If the student is very nervous,
breathing techniques may help to
calm them down and help them
think more clearly," she said.
"Employees know when people
are nervous and they try to relate
with them to help them. '

Preparing questions which the
student can ask about regarding
the type of work and the company
itself is also helpful, Kroll added.
During the interview, the interviewee should respond to each
question in-depth, talk only about
subjects which are relevant to the
prospective employer's questions
and relate how past experiences
will help future work habits, Kroll
said.
"An example is if a student has
good communication skills, they
should offer examples and cite
examples of what they did to use
those skills and what resulted,"
she added.
Interviewees should never ask
about what salary they will
make, Kroll said, but should ask
what they will do if they get the
job and never give up in the
middle of the interview — even if
the aspects of getting the job look
bad.

"Be honest about what you are
looking for," Kroll said. "Pay attention to what your duties will be
and what you will do. They might
be the big person on campus, but
they will be in training when they
start working."
FOCUS Magazine Photograph/

The student should also send a
"thank you" note to the interviewer and contact the interviewer if the student does not
receive a reply, Kroll added.

NETWORK
: : Continued from page 4.
clippings of things you have written, or letters of recommendation
or reference.
Decide what skills you have
learned and mention how experience has made you better at what
you do. Make sure your past work
is known.
"If you don't know how to
package it, you haven't gained
anything," Stanford said.

Cheeseburgers
in paradise.

Our Management opportunities at Wendy's
Old-fashioned Hamburgers may seem too good to
be true. That's because with Wendy's, the quick
service restaurant industry's quality leader, you do a
lot more than manage a crew. By getting involved in
marketing, purchasing, accounting, and operations,
it's like being in business for yourself without the
risks; because you 11 have one of the world's largest
restaurant companies behind you.
You don't have to travel far to reach this land of
opportunity. We will be coming to Bowling Green to
conduct interviews; and to discuss the benefits of a
career with Wendy's, including details about our
profit sharing program and promote-from-within
policy. Make plans to meet with us at the BGSU
Career Expo on October 8, or stop by the Career
Planning and Placement Office to schedule an
on-campus interview. Wendy's is proud to be an
equal opportunity employer.

OVERSEAS
[ I Continued from page 5.
To get a job overseas, a person
can contact multinational corporations for available positions,
contact associations of commerce of foreign countries located in the U.S., or contact the
foreign embassy, Chittle said.

i

ssen

One example Kroll gave was
one student who knew he did not The Elder-Beerman store in the Wood County Mall offers suits and a
have a chance of getting the job, variety of other clothing for interviews and special occasions.
but impressed the interviewer
enough to get a recommendation
to another employeer.
REMINDER: The BG News IS recyclable
"Do not burn bridges, because
the networks are national," Kroll
said.
After the interview, the student
should go over the interview in
his mind and decide how he would
answer the questions differently
in future interviews, she said.
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Gay job rights get
veto in California
by Doug WUlls
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) Gov. Pete Wilson vetoed a bill
outlawing job discrimination
against homosexuals, declaring
the measure would unduly burden employers.
Gay rights activists and others
accused Wilson of betraying the
homosexual community with his
veto Sunday. About 350 people
Srotested with a march through
'est Hollywood.
"Governor Wilson has sold out
Say and lesbian Californians. By
oing this he has buckled to pressure from the conservative, religious wing," said David Smith.
spokesman for Los Angeles Gay
and Lesbian Community Services.
The bill, in most instances,
would have banned employment
discrimination based on sexual
orientation.
Wilson, a Republican, said the
bill would "create burdens upon
employers, both guilty and innocent," by adding to "the flood tide
of litigation which increasingly
and importantly threatens Cali-

fornia's competitiveness as a
place to do business."
Four states offer job protection
for homosexuals — Connecticut,
Hawaii, Massachusetts and Wisconsin.
Wilson said the right to privacy
contained in the state constitution
prohibits employers from discriminating on the basis of sexual
orientation.
But gay rights activists insisted
the bill was necessary.
Under current law, a person
may sue an employer for discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation. Under the bill, that
same person could have filed a
complaint with the state, which in
turn would have sued the employer on his or her behalf and
represented the complainant
throughout the legal process.
Such complaints already may
be filed for discrimination based
on race, religion, color, national
origin, physical disabilities, sex,
age and marital status.
Wilson said earlier this year he
Erobably would sign the measure,
ut there was strong opposition
from the GOP's right wing, and
conservative and religious

BUILD YOUR FUTURE WITH

GEORGIA-PACIFIC
IN ATLANTA
Georgia-Pacific is one ol the world's largest lores' products companies
because we have the good fortune to attract professionals who find
fertile ground where their ideas and professional careers can grow.
These people and their ideas have brought us to the leadership
position we enjoy today

PROGRAMMER TRAINEES
Our Information Resources Division is seeking entry-level
programmers to join our progressive team of data processing
professionals in Atlanta
To qualify, you must have a degree in computer science,
management information systems or a similar area. A strong
academic record is preferred (minimum GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0
scale). Related work experience is a plus
A Georgia Pacific Information Resources representative will be
interviewing at the University Placement Services on November 6,1991
for positions in our July 1992 training program Check with the
Placement Services in the fall for the interview dates and sign up
procedures or forward your resume to
Georgia-Pacific. Information Resources. Department LM
133 Paachtia* Straat NE, Atlanta. GA 30303

Georgiafecific
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Rhythm Nation

The Omowale Afrikan dancers perform at Bryan Recital Hall last year. The dancers visit the University regularly.
groups sent Wilson more than
100,000 letters in recent weeks,
urging a veto.
Wilson's predecessor. Republican George Deukmejian, vetoed
a similar bill in 1984.
The measure's author. Democratic Assemblyman Terry
Friedman of Los Angeles, called
the veto "a victory for bigotry"
and "an outrageous cave-in to
right-wing extremists and fundamentalist fringe groups."
The Rev. Lou Sheldon of
Anaheim, chairman of the Traditional Values Coalition that

mobilized opposition to the bill,
welcomed the veto. But he accused the governor of acting "out
of political expediency and not
principle."
Opponents of the bill had
threatened to put the issue on
next June's ballot through a referendum, which could have
created problems for the man
Wilson appointed to succeed him
in the U.S. Senate, John Seymour.
Seymour, a moderate, is running in June's Republican pri-

mary against conservative Rep.
William Dannemeyer. A gay
rights measure on their ballot
could bring out more conservative GOP voters who could support Dannemeyer.
Wilson denied being influenced
by the letter campaign or political threats.
"I regret ... any false comfort
that may be derived from (the
veto) by the tiny minority of
mean-spirited, gay-bashing bigots," he said.

MERGER
n Continued from page 10.
Some Gradison employees may
move to Cleveland, and the firms
expect to save money through
shared data processing and other
mmmmmmmmKWHmmmmmmm

operations, he said.
McDonald employs about 430
people, and that is not expected to
change. Weston said.
Gradison and McDonald have
rasaoocxxwxsou

Realize the dream of
calling your own shots!
Our career will help you do just
that. Join the more than 1,500
Northwestern Mutual Agents who
average more than $121,000 in
commissioned earnings last years.
Our top ratings by Moody's,
Standard & Poor's, and A.M. Best,
assure the financial security people
look for at times like these. Call
for a confidential interview.
in Cleveland rail: W.n.
Brown Agency
925 Superior Building
Cleveland. Ohio 44114
2I6-24I-584C)

In Toledo call:
Gary L. Brown Agency
One Sunforest Court
Toledo, Ohio 43623
419-473-2270

Northwestern
Mutual Life
The Quiet Company

been operating in Ohio, Kentucky. Indiana and Michigan.
They hope to use their combined
strength to grow as a financial
investment firm-

ROTC
I l Continued from page 4.
and continue taking classes each
semester until MS 401 is comBleted. When students complete
teir academic and military requirements they may graduate.
At this point, they are commissioned as second lieutenants in
the U.S. Army.
During September of their
senior year, students select which
branch of the army — active or
reserve — they would like to enter. Students receive their assignments in February and begin
training for their specialty after
graduation.

Laser-Printed Resumes
50 copies (1 -page) + disc - $35
25 resumes, 25 individualized
letters & envelopes + disc - $60
add $2 post & hand

Trade Tips, 4445 Gilmer Lane,
Cleveland. OH 44143
(216)466-7836
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Top jobs pro vide
h ope fill prospects
by Doug Baker
contributng writer
Knowing the hottest careers of
the next decade may be helpful
when hunting for a job or choosing a major.
According to technical assistant Bob Mclaird of the Center for
Career Resources, measuring
which jobs will be most the plentiful in the future is not an easy
task.

Upcoming college students
are not making the grade
by Tamara Henry
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — American children know only as much
in math, science and reading as
their parents did when they were
youngsters 20 years ago, and
that's "not nearly good enough
for the 1990s," Education Secretary Lamar Alexander said today.
The Education Department
said that, regardless of age, puELLs lost ground in achievement
•vels in math, reading, writing
and science between the early
1970s and 1980s. By 1990, they
were back at the same level as in
the 1970s, it said.
' 'Our performance falls short of

the standards we need to meet to
compete effectively in the global
economy, said Colorado Gov. Roy
Romer, chairman of the National
Education Goals Panel.
The Education Department and
Romer's panel released a series
of reports that painted a bleak
overall picture of academic achievement nationwide.
The new reports did show,
however, that the gap in achievement levels between
whites and minority groups decreased. But it also showed that
white children still outperform
black and Hispanic youths at all
age levels and in all subjects.
"It's good that we're on an upward trend, but I don't think this
is the time to relax," said Diane

"It depends on the growth rate
and the population base,"Mclaird
said. "These two factors really
tell the number of jobs opening up
in a certain job."
According to the latest College
Placement Council survey 75
percent of the 20 million new jobs
in the 1990's will be in service industries such as medical care or
finance.
The top three areas with the
best opportunity entry level positions are computers, engineering,
and finance.
According to "Jobs!" by
Robert Snelfing the rapid pace of
technology will keep the demand
at a high level for engineers in the

next five years.
The deregulation of the banking
industry has made managing
people's money big business,
Snelling said.
Rounding out the top seven entry level areas, are health services and technology, marketing,
media and communications, and
sales.
The field of computers will be
continuing to grow in the 90's, but
not all facets of the field are wide
open.
"Computer graphics will be
real hot in the 90's,"Mclaird said
"But how many jobs can there be
in that area?"
Senior computer science major
David Chin is confident jobs will
be there upon graduation.
"Jobs in the field of computers
are plentiful at the present
time, Chin said. "All across the
country jobs in computers are
everywhere."
Certain majors continue to be
popular at the University, said
Mclaird.
"At any University like Bowling Green the business and education fields are usually popular."Mclaird said

Ravitch, assistant secretary of
education for educational
research and improvement. "The
achievement trend lines are essentially flat over the past 20
years. What was good enough 20
years ago is not good enough any
more."
Alexander said achievement
levels should have gone up during
the two decades.
"Today's children seem to
know about as much math and
about as much science and read
about as well as their parents did
at that age about 20 years ago,"
he said. "What we did in 1970 is
not nearly good enough for the
1990s. It's a shocking gap."
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RAPID
PRINTING
FULL SERVICE QUALITY PRINTERS.^
WE GIVE A 10% DISCOUNT TO
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS!
■We
SEE US FOR EVERYTHING YOU
Knock-Out
NEED PRINTED!
the
SCOTT BLANTON, CAMPUS REP.
Competition!"
Res. 352-0743

352-9118
186 South Main Street • Bowling Green
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=11 BLUE RIBBON PHOTO =
So Much More Than Just
Photo Finishing "

Come See The Photo Professionals!

WE ARE Bowling Green's only
Full-Line Photo Store That
Features:
• 1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras •
"i Lenses • Batteries

'25 CASH BACK

Ultra-compact.
Ultra-advanced.

Zoom Lens
Reflex.

OLYMPUS

fS-1
OLYMPUS

OOStL|IUS
N4004i System
WHEN YOU BUY AN N4004B
SYSTEM - BODY AND ANY
ELIGIBLE NIKON ACCESSORY.

A GTE telephone serviceman works on toe wiring outside a
Bowline Green residence daring last winter's ice storm. As a result oi the hazardous weather, many telephone lines were down.

m

Got $25 bat* Irom r#on' Off
vaMoray tor purcnaw o( new
•44004a SIR cams*, body *Wh
an afcg»la accaaaory War good
Saptombar i 5 through Dacambaf
31. 1001 Saa ua io< data*

Body Only
•299.95

The future of the Church...
walks the halls of the Seminary!

Nikon
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LI Master of
Divinity

Q Biblical

□ IV«ctir«l

Ll Diploma in
Pastoral
Studies

Q Excellent
Faculty

Q Certificate in
Biblical
Studies

□ Block Claaaee

Q Caring
Community

□ Fully Accredited

□ Low Student/
Inatruetor Ratio
Q Financial Aid

$459.95

'139.95

Get the second sol of prints lor $1 when the
first set is developed and printed at Blue Rib-

4 x 6 Big Shot Color Prlnta

I

12
EXP

99 24
EXP

8

99

36
EXP

i99

11

bon Photo Store Good on 110. 126. 35mm. Isee us for available processing time Good on 35
and disc film (C - 41 process ). Coupon must _mm C-41 process 4x6 color prints only COUaccompany order Not nalkJ with any other of-1 PON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. This coupon
fer. Valid On All In Lab 1 Hr Processing.
a not valid with any other offer 1 roll per coupon. 4
lx 6 print not available In 1 hour. B.G. store only.
I Same Day Service

Q Evangelical

□ Master of Art*
in Christian
Education

Far araaaar c/aath-a aantral :
•Eipoauraop4k
and apartura priority autorm
ual. paja doubto aapoaura ;

Capture your memories
with Olympus.

Extra Set Of Prints For SI

\\TV-;muiY\i:it

Tha hrai Zoom Lana Raha. rha 'S > «
daaajnad lor barlar handfaig Tha buR-to AF
35 l35mmpowar rclamlarlaohWaf4•^•r
^ool•w»g and aharpar anagaa Autoioeuakng
at aaatgnad to ba mora accurate wWi
macro tocuaaig at 1OOmm and 40mm focal
tagtoa Auto aapoauta naa "Fuiry Logic"
matarxg "or aupanor anpoaura pracawxi
R^otukonary muMmoda duatatroba naah
•an rad aya raducBon naa graatar accuracy and a) lha world a moai po—rtU boat
haaft lotaty automatic oparaaon inctodaa
auto-rooming nr*h room mamory and 3
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We Gladly Accept Checks and Credit cards.
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Hours: Mon - Fri 9am - 8pm; Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun
12am - 5pm
157 N. Main
353-4244
(across from Uptown)
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Macintosh
This offer is available only for a limited time.
See yi HIT authorized Apple campus reseller
today for details.
.
And discoverthe powerofMacin- Af
tosh. The power to be your best?
^^

Here's the deal: We've paired some of the
most popular Apple" Macintosh* computers
with some of the mast popular Apple printers. Buy one of these combinations, and savebig bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
Macintosh Classic
saivuhen MM buy
an affordable
Macintosh Qattk'
u-mfntUt uuhtiiiwr
an Apple Style* nttr
or an Apple Personal
laser* ntef* IS
printer *

Macintosh LC

Macintosh llsi

Saiveien m
mu buyaMaetnlash
l< COMpMlff cur
mast affordable color
system—tilth either an
ApfileStylvWriltrnran
Afptv AnOMJ UtStf
WrtterlSpfMer."

Sawtlw most uhen
\vu buy a high-per/urmaiheSUuiiitush ll<i
Kimptiler u tth either
ait Apple Personal
taserwrUertS oran
Apple Persona! Inm
wmer NT printer."
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Aff& frrymal LtvrV nft' IS

.Vf* rrrvnat UanWm • t)

.VfJi ;v*v.n,i/ia«fanii'M

AffiltFmtJiialta'fVnk-r\T

"(Vfrr jpplio irJy to J Ma.rto* CUMK » nil a huili-in hird dnk
"Mun** - iJ stpjrjti'l)

Stop by the MACFEST TODAY
Wednesday, October 2
College of Education 10a.m.- 3p.m.
or call Dave McCoy at 372-7724
Micro Computer Buying Service
O 1»1 AppleGmpuicr. he Apple, trie Apple lup|oI*ef Writer M* int. Ah MifcWrurr and lhipi*er io'he>i»u*hrw" jrc trpMardirwlcmirt;»iJApplcG>mfHitn. Im
(1A\M I-I re^isiticd trjdcn-jri kenx-il m Apple (omputtr. It*

